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CHAPTER - 1 
Introduction 
The term "information" originated from 'formation' and 'forma'. 
Both these terms define the size and format of any entity, along 
with the indication towards the construction of a pattern. 
The dictionary meaning of the term is "the knowledge 
communicated or received concerning a particular fact or 
circumstance". In other words, information means "to inform or to 
tell or a thing told". Information may also be termed as knowledge, 
as knowledge is what we know or the portion of information, which 
is in our knowledge. 
Information originates from an idea that creeps in the mind, 
as a result of observation. These ideas/ facts when organized or 
processed to convey significant meaning about something, is 
information. Stores of information represent a new kind of 
transactable commodity, remaking in future human importance 
alongside material and energy resources. 
The progress of a nation of depends on its research work, 
which in turn depends on the available information. Information is a 
vital source for researches, as the entire work of a research scholar 
would be based on the available information. For future 
consultation or progress he will rely on the present information. The 
quality and quantity of known information would affect the research 
work of a scholar. 
The information revolution resulted from the large-scale 
technological advances during the last few centuries in human 
capabilities to record, reproduce and disseminate information. The 
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new technologies developed for perceiving and disseminating all 
types of information is documentary, non-documentary, non-
conventional, formal, informal etc. Have greatly increased the 
information processing capacity. 
A document in any form can be a source of information. For 
quite some time now the printed page has remained the most 
useful and reliable source of information. The printed page in 
reports etc is to be seen every where. Along with the printed page, 
some other forms of the document have also appeared on the 
scene asking for more and more attention. There are various audio-
visual materials, such as, films, filmstrips, various forms of phone 
records, etc, which have been accepted as sources of information 
and are acquired in a modern library. More recently we have seen 
the development of yet another form of document where the 
information is available in machine readable form only. 
The internet as an attribute of the global economy, 
revolutionized communication among people and introduced a new 
way of information distribution and access. The revolution in 
information and communication technology has imposed new 
responsibilities on the library world and on librarians, who are in 
charge of storing, archiving, organizing and providing access to 
information. Librarians have actively been accepting and adopting 
the new responsibilities dictated by new technologies. The growing 
number of digital libraries available on the internet proves this 
assertion. However, since the mass introduction of information 
systems and digital storage media in libraries, librarians have been 
constantly struggling with the dilemma: printed or electronic? The 
solution to this dilemma is largely influenced by economics and 
technology. Printed information media has been the traditional 
Introduction 
formal of information resources for many years, but since, the 
1990s digital information sources are becoming more popular and 
widely available. 
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Since the beginning of civilization, people have looked for 
ways to record, share, and distribute information. People once kept 
their records on such materials as bone, clay, metal, wax, wood, 
papyrus, silk, leather, parchment, and paper, in more recent times 
film, optical, and magnetic media have become more popular as 
shortage information. Different elements have influenced the choice 
of materials and methods used to write and circulate information, 
the levels of technology and economics are the most substantial 
factors. The chronology of written information has a long history 
and has gone through many changes. 
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IN ANCIENT TIMES 
Stone and Clay:- From the earliest time man has tried to 
preserve his thought for the coming generation samples of 
Egyptian in pictographic Writing known as hieroglyphic were found 
in building stones dating back to 3000 or 4000 B.C. since writing on 
stone was replaced by clay writing has been called cuneiform. 
The clay tablets were replaced by papyrus comparatively 
better communication media. 
b) Papyrus:^ Papyrus was made from the stem of plants 
growing in the delta of the river, its stem were cut into 
strips which were placed across each other with their 
fibers running at right angles. The fibers were immersed 
in water, lamination and then dried in the sun. the writing 
on these sheets was done with a pigment. The pieces of 
papyrus were pasted together in open long strip rolled into 
a volume. Sheets were also folded stretched together with 
a binding cord. It was known as a codex. 
c) Silk and skin:-> The papyrus plant was grown in certain 
geographical areas only. In the third century B.C. the 
Chinese started using cloth materials to write upon. Camel 
hair brush was used for writing purposes. Since cloth was 
too costly to be spared for writing; parchment and Vellum 
replaced papyrus as the recording medium. They are 
prepared with lime which gives them smoother surface. 
d) Leaf and Bark of Trees:^ In South India the leaf the 
Palmyra palm tree was used for writing purposes. In North 
India, the inner bark of the brick tree was used for this 
purpose. Amall was the writing material used by the Mayas 
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and Aztecs of America. Wooden strips were used by 
Chinese for writing. 
After paper and printing 
Before the advent of paper, information was communicated 
through above media. Paper was invented in 105 A.D. by Ts'ai 
Lun. Since writing on the wooden strips was difficult and the useof 
cloth was expensive, paper a wonder writing upon material was 
developed. 
a) Gutenberg's printing:-^ In 1440 A.D. Gutenberg invented 
printing from movable type. The combination of paper and 
the printing press has probably done more to preserve 
man's accomplishments than any other single human 
achievement. In brief, paper and printing have joined 
hands together to give documents, the source of all 
information. 
b) Towards Document:-> Knowledge per se is an abstract 
entity. Until or unless it is embodied in some physical 
carrier, it cannot easily be handled, preserved and 
disseminated. Through the nature and physical shape of 
knowledge carriers, called documents has changed pari 
passu. With the technological advances of society, 
documents have remained a major means to record 
preserve and disseminate knowledge. This has been true 
since the invention of the alphabet and more so since the 
discovery of portable writing surfaces. 
Information is power and it is contained in documents in the 
form of kinetic Power the documents contain the wisdom of sages, 
experiences of philosophers and the discoveries of scientists. 
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Documents is an embodied thought. It is a record of work on 
paper or other material for easy physical handling, transportation 
across space, and preservation through time it is the material 
carries of knowledge through mankind for e.g. books, journals, 
thesis, report, pamphlet, patent. 
Nomenclature 
The documents could be arranged according to any of the 
basic characteristics it may be its physical form, information, 
content, purpose, nature of presentation, etc. 
Ranganathan^ 
Dr. S.R. Ranganathan has grouped knowledge containers 
into four categories, depending on their physical medium of 
recording, and size and mode of recording. However, information 
characteristics in documents have not been taken into account. 
These four categories are 
1) Conventional Documents:-
Under this group, he included the documents recording the 
information on paper by writing, typing printing or some near 
printing methods, e.g. Books, periodicals etc. 
2) Neo-Conventional documents: 
They include a new class of documents called micro-
documents, such as patents, standards and specifications. 
3) Non-conventional Documents: 
This group includes documents which are non- conventional 
in medium of recording shape and size, e.g. audio visual material, 
micropoints and microfilms. 
6 
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4) Meta documents 
Under this group Dr. Ranganathan included documents which 
are produced by the direct recording of social or natural 
phenomena, using some instruments e.g. photographs. 
C.W. Hanson^: 
Hansan Categorized the documents as: 
1. Primary^ includes books, Journals, reports, patents, 
thesis, trade literature, standards. 
2. Secondary-> Abstracting and indexing journals, citation 
indices, subject bibliographies, reviews and survey. 
Dennis Grogan^: 
Dennis Grogan (1982, pp. 15-17) has grouped into 
documentary and non-documentary sources: 
Documentary Sources 
This category requires a physical medium to record the 
information. It has a been further grouped into following three sub-
categories. 
1) Primary Sources: There are the sources of original 
investigation representing new knowledge or new 
interpretation of old knowledge such a literature is 
difficult to locate and is known to contain original, 
unfiltered, unorganized and scattered information which 
may be available in a variety of published or 
unpublished forms, such as periodicals those devoted 
to original research only, research reports, conference 
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proceedings, official publications, patents, standards, 
trade literature, theses and dissertation, etc. 
ii) Secondary Sources:- These sources repackage the 
originality existing knowledge from primary sources. 
They are well organized sources, arranged according 
to some convent artificial plan of arrangement 
depending on their possible use. Examples of such 
sources are indexing and abstracting periodicals, 
review of progress, reference books, treatises, 
monographs and textbooks. 
iii) Tertiary Sources:- This group includes sources which 
compile information, collected from primary as well as 
secondary sources; e.g. directories and yearbooks, 
bibliographies, guides to literature, lists of research in 
progress, guides to libraries and sources of information 
and guides to organizations etc. All the sources listed 
above take the form of physical documents. 
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ORGANISATION 
OF SOURCES OF 
INFORMATION 
LITERATURE 
SEARCH 
Diagram-2 showing the structure the sources of information 
Search 
process 
sources sourpes sources 
Diagram-3 The search process and the direction of information 
flow. 
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Non- Documentary Sources: 
This group requires no physical material for embodiment of 
knowledge. These sources form substantial part of communication 
especially in science and technology. These sources provide 
information which other sources do not. These are two kinds of 
sources: 
Formal Sources: 
Informal sources include conversation with colleagues visitors 
attendance at professional meetings etc. These are extremely 
important in the process of communication of a scientist working 
on an experiment needs some data, he would win to his colleague 
working in the same laboratory rather then consult a printed page. 
This there are 'oral and 'paperless sources' used for transmitting 
the information and knowledge in a more in informal manner. 
These sources tend to be more convenient sources because it is 
certainly easier to have a dialogue with an expert than use a 
bibliography or index or called catalogue or even consultation of 
Reference Librarians. Such oral communications are often more 
exclusive, up-to-date and concentrated. Such sources may later 
from the basis for formal primary publications. 
Subramanyam'*: 
Krishna Subramanyam (1981, pp. 4-10), under "the structure 
of scientific literature' has categorized the documents into three 
categories primary, secondary and tertiary, same as given by 
Geogan. However, the non-documentary sources have been given 
by Grogan as a separate category, whereas Subramanyam (pp-4-7) 
and Krishan Kumar (1996, p. 119) have listed them as 'unpublished 
documents' under 'Primary sources', Subramanyam has includecf a 
10 
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long list of primary sources. Katz (1987, p. 19) has also categorized 
them under primary sources. 
Other Nomenclature in use 
The special materials available in special libraries has been 
termed differently like non-book materials (NBM), non-print 
materials (NPM) non-documentary materials (informal 
communication), non-textual materials/non typographic (sound and 
graphics), etc. in literature, these terms have invariably been used 
in an overlapping manner. Gograga n has preferred to use the 
terms 'non documentary' (formal and informal) (1982, pp. 16-18) 
and non print media (pp. 359-370) whereas Astall (1996, pp. 62-
65) has used 'non-book materials' and British standards institution 
(1976) 'non-book media'. Thus, it is apparent that despite many 
efforts, no consensus about the one general term to describe these 
has yet emerged, in the absence of such an accepted term, efforts 
have been made to bring out differences between the two main 
terms (NBM and NPM) which are under greater use in literature. 
We may now categorize the sources of information as 
a. Conventional (information available imprint-media) 
b. Non-conventional (material in the form of microfilm, 
microfiche, audio visual etc) 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Documentary Non -Documentary 
GREY LITERATURE 
Another concept regarding the categorization of sources of 
information, which is gaining popularity, is that of Grey literature. 
11 
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The term "GREY LITERATURE" was first considered by the 
European community in co-operation with the British Library at a 
seminar, in December 1978. 
"Grey Literature" is that literature in the libraries which is 
neither "white" (available catalogued, classified) nor "black" (not 
available, unknown, not obtainable secret) "Grey literature" is 
dynamic in nature, as it will constantly change, has used sources 
would be left out while others would be included. 
"Grey literature" consists of reports, conference proceedings, 
thesis, standards, research and development bulletins, official 
publications, trade literature, translations, technical 
recommendations or rules, magazines, newspapers, travelogues, 
exhibition publications, posters, leaflets, teaching, materials press 
and radio services. 
According to David Wood^, "It is literature which can not be 
readily obtained through normal book selling channels". It is 
sometimes referred to as non-conventional, informal, ephemeral, 
invisible, fugitive, unpolished and not commercially available 
literature. 
Primary documents: 
Periodicals 
Publications appearing at regular or irregular continuity are 
known as periodical or serial publications. The synonymous terms 
used are the journals or magazines, though these have different 
connotations. One common feature of these publications is that 
these are not one-time publications like books. It is a different 
matter that books have reprints or new editions. 
12 
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The concept of the terms periodical and serial is held 
differently, especially in USA and India. The Greek thought that the 
periodicals were those publications which were "coming round at 
certain intervals". These were later known as serials in the Roman 
empire. Ranganathan, however, views that both periodical and the 
serial publications should be named as periodicals publications. 
The difference was in the nature of their contents. The serial 
publications appeared with a fixed periodicity often annual but the 
contents remained the same. There was enlargement or updating 
of the subject matter. The periodicals appeared with change in 
contents and had volume and issue numbers. 
In USA the serial is generally as an all embrassive term to 
include different connotations of serial and periodical publications: 
SERIALS 
Serials contain more recent facts and opinions than books, 
which often take several years to be published. Contents of serials 
may include articles, letters, statistical data, news items, books 
reviews, job advertisements etc. serials fall into five main type: 
Newspaper 
type 
Trade 
Journals 
House 
Journals 
Contain news items, job advertisements and some 
longer articles, e.g. 'New Scientist', 'New Society' 
Deal with company profits, production figures, 
imports and exports, personalities, etc. for a 
particular trade. 
Produced by firms for the benefit of staff and 
customers. Usually free, they are generally of 
limited value although they do contain current 
information about the company. 
13 
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Learned 
society 
journals 
Learned 
journals 
commercial 
Aimed at members of the profession or learned 
society and not published for profit. High quality 
serious articles. Sometimes useful for job 
advertisements. 
Produced for a profit by commercial more spare 
publishers (e.g. pergamon press) and often very 
expensive, contain serious articles. 
Value: 
The periodical publications in spite of a periodicity as diverse 
as daily, biweekly, weekly, fortnightly, monthly, quarterly, half-
yearly and annual; different sizes and media, form the most 
significant component of research and technical libraries. Periodical 
is the basic form of research material used in special libraries. It is 
considered as most important channel of nascent information 
needed to support the R&D activities in an organization, periodicals 
form the backbone of research for dissemination among the 
research scholars more frequently. The term magazines, journals 
etc have also been used in literature. The term 'magazine' means 
periodicals of popular nature, suitable for light reading, e.g. News 
week, India Today. 'Journal' means a periodical usually publishing 
the results of researches e.g. Journal of Documentation, Journal of 
Library and Information science (University of Delhi). 
Kinds 
The periodical publications can be categorized according to 
their purpose. 
1. These are publications to serve purely the ends of 
knowledge such as science or nature. 
14 
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2. The second category publication are official organs of tlie 
professional bodies and learned bodies such as special 
libraries which is the official publication of the special 
library Association etc. the organized trade brings 
periodical publication to advertise their products and 
services to project their corporate image. Trade 
publications sometimes serve both the business as well as 
professional interests. Bibliographies, indexing and 
abstracting services brought out by trade not only serve 
economic interests, but are also equally significant 
contributors to support professional interest in scientific 
and social research. 
3. The magazines constitute the third category. Magazines 
such as vogue, India Today, Movie, etc are mainly 
commercial ventures. Some magazines apart from serving 
commercial interest are mission- oriented and aim at 
social change. 
Functions of Primary Journals/Periodicals 
Since its inception over 300 years ago, the primary journal 
has been the most important channel for the formal communication 
of scientific information. The primary journals serve three important 
functions. 
1) It is an official, public record of science. The journal serves 
as an archival record of scientific scholarship, scrutinized 
and validated by scientists through a 'consensus-forming 
mechanism' that separates trivia and unsubstantiated 
claims from tested and validated facts, explanations, and 
predictions. Refereed papers published in primary journals 
constitute the basic source material for consolidation and 
15 
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compaction into text books, services, handbooks, 
encyclopedias, and similar secondary packages: 
2) The primarily journal Is a medium of disseminating 
information. Besides the results of R&D activity, the 
journal conveys a variety of information historical, social, 
political, commercial, and pedagogical of interest .to 
scientists/researchers from its beginning in 1665 until 
about the middle in the 19"" century, the main function of 
the primary journal was to serve as an archival record of 
science. 
3) Lastly, the primarily journal is a social institution that 
confers prestige and rewards on authors, editors, referees, 
subscribers and publishers. Published papers are 
regarded as a tangible measure of a scientists contribution 
to the advancement of scientific knowledge and as a basis 
for an evaluation of his work by his peers and employees. 
Publication of R&D results in journals facilitates the 
establishment of priority and ownership of inventions and 
ideas. 
Research reports 
Research reports form a very important component of primary 
sources of information. Research reports are the unpublished 
reports of sponsored research. The contractor, or grantee, is 
usually required to submit periodic reports to grantor (government, 
academic or industrial) regarding the progress of his work. These 
reports are not printed initially in any periodical rather they are 
duplicated for distribution either on request or to a mailing list. They 
are frequently issued in series, each containing a single report or 
review. 
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The reports are of considerably more significance to 
industrial research and developnnent than in basic research. Most 
of them are rewritten in the form of periodical literature. 
Thus these reports are of immense importance to research 
scholars and scientists in that subject area. 
CONFERENCE LITERATURE 
Presentation of papers at local, National, and International 
conferences has been one of the most important methods of 
disseminating scientific information. Nascent R&D information can 
be communicated more rapidly and directly through conference 
papers than through papers published in journals on the average, 
papers are presented at national conferences about one year prior 
to their publication in journals. Another advantage of the 
conference paper over the journal article is the possibility of 
obtaining immediate feedback from the conference participants in 
the form of questions and comments following the presentation of 
the paper, conferences also provide additional opportunities for 
non- formal communication and for developing and strengthening 
personal contacts with other scientists engaged in similar pursuits. 
Main functions of conferences: 
"Alexander King^" has summarized the main functions of 
conferences thus: 
-> Announcement of new knowledge 
-> Exchange of information and experience 
-> Education 
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-^ Formulation of problems and situations especially in 
interdisciplinary areas 
-> Fact-finding and reporting 
-^ Negotiations and policy formulation 
-^ Status and ceremonial congregation 
Types of Conferences: 
"Baum^" has identified four major types of conferences on the 
basis of their principal objectives and format: 
1. Conferences at which experts in a given field gather to 
discuss problems of mutual interest. Attendance is by 
invitation. No written papers are presented and no 
proceedings are published. 
2. Current awareness conferences, typified by the meetings 
of the federation of American Societies of Experimental 
Biology. Summaries of progress reports to be presented at 
the conference are printed in the society journal well 
before the conference speakers are not required to 
prepare written copies of their papers. They may however, 
later publish a formal paper based on the presentation in a 
journal. 
3. Learned society meetings, exemplified by the meetings 
of ASME and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers 
Portion of the IEEE. Papers may be submitted as either 
"conference papers" or as "transaction papers" for 
screening by experts and subsequent presentation and 
discussion at the conference. Transaction papers are 
preprinted and made available to participants before the 
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conference. Conference papers may be submitted for 
formal publication by the society after the conference. 
4. Professional group conferences, organized by a 
specialized group of a larger professional society. This 
approach is taken by the Institute of Radio Engineers 
portion of the IEEE, which consists of a number of 
decentralized professional groups devoted to the study of 
specific branches of electronics engineering. The role of 
the main professional society in such conferences is 
minimal. 
Regardless of their function or format, conferences usually result 
in a great many publications of various types, distributed before, 
during, and after the conference. A notable exception to this are the 
Gordon Research Conferences which do not generate any printed 
record except the preconference announcements proceedings are 
published in different physical forms- books, periodicals etc. In 
some cases conference papers are published as 'state of the art 
surveys'. 
Patents 
Patent are also a very important source of primary 
information. They contain the information about new discoveries 
and inventions. This is not generally published in any other form or 
in accepted printed media. They contain the information about new 
discoveries and inventions. They are frequently used by scientists 
and technologists to gather information and knowledge about the 
quality of a product, of materials of engineering and technology and 
of methods of testing. 
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A patent is "a government grant of exclusive privilege of 
making or selling new invention, process, so protected". In other 
words, patent is granted exclusive rights to operate the process or 
use the product for the limited time period and have the sole right 
for the monetary gains. 
Patents are granted for new inventions and discoveries, 
including processes, machines, manufactured items etc. patent 
specifications are being published so rapidly throughout the world 
that they are on the verge of replacing conventional science-
technology journals as sources of information on new ideas and 
latest developments. 
e.g. U.S. patent Office. Manual of classification of patents. GPO, 
1947 
e.g. patents Abstracts Journal, 1954 - (weekly) Liverpool, 
Technical Info. Co. 
Purpose and Advantages 
The grant of patents encourages the inventor and the 
researcher. It checks on unhealthy competition and stops wasteful 
expenditure and duplication of labor. The government guarantees 
providing legal protection are, therefore, aimed at ensuring a fair 
reward for the creations and products. 
The patents are useful information sources as they disclose 
current technical information. Such as information can be the basis 
for innovation, improvement, and industrial application, the patents 
have evolved a definite pattern and present information in a 
uniform style. 
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STANDARDS 
The need to measure up to a certain level of quality and 
efficiency in products and services is felt both in the public and 
private institutions. Standardization was initially done only of 
material commodities but later considered for services and 
procedures of all kinds. The awareness to maintain high quality and 
technological developments have helped to access durability and 
performance levels. 
The standards are a type of government documents and 
generally comprise of two or three pages. They make an important 
segment of the collection of special libraries being core documents 
for products and services. 
Standardization has led to economy in time, space, effort, 
materials. Manpower and money as follows 
_standards facilitate and act as a tool for measurement exchange/ 
transfer of information and experience. 
_ Standards help to act as a tool for measurement and control of 
the quality of the product. 
They even help in the gradation of products on the basis of 
the quality. 
> The repetitive nature of job can be standardized and thus 
help in saving time, effort, etc. 
> The gradation of the products and their innovation and the 
facility to exchange information over the world are the key 
factors in drawing up standards. 
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e.g. Handbook of ISI Publications, New Delhi, Indian Standards, 
Institution, 1968 
e.g. British Standards Institution, year Book, Published since 1937-
(Annual) London, The Institute, 1937. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
They are usually purchase documents that contain 
descriptions of technical requirements for a product, material, 
process, or service which are designed to meet purchaser's 
particular needs. They consist of specific description by applicant 
of patent, about the preparation and use of his invention. 
In particular cases or in subject areas as survey, architecture, 
etc. where specific information is essential, these documents play 
very vital role, they are formulated and standardized for uniformity 
and reliability, which is the only one of its kind, thus constituting a 
primary source. 
e.g. Specification: The standard reference book for Architects, 
surveyors and municipal engineers (Annual), London, Architectural 
press, 1960 
Research Monographs 
Research monographs are "separately published reports on 
original research that are too long, too specialized, or otherwise 
unsuitable for publication in one of the standard journals. Each 
monographs is self contained frequently summarizes existing 
theory or practice before presenting the authors original and 
previously unpublished work, and is likely to be one of a series of 
such research monograph in the same field. It is a short treatise it 
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differ from the treatise in the sense that it is a work done on a more 
limited scale. 
e.g. Creativity and the prepared mind, by Ray Hyman (National Art 
Education Association research monographs, 1), Washington, DC, 
National Art Education Association. 
TRADE LITERATURE 
Information, which is in the form of product catalogues, 
information on processes and materials, guides, manuals, house 
journals etc. the main purpose of wiiicli is product advertisement is 
also a source of primary information. 
This literature provides technical information about products 
or materials offered for sale by the manufacturers. These materials 
form an integral part of special libraries, as the details regarding 
the usage of the product or similar information can be found only in 
them. 
In the present day context, they have a greater value, as with 
the advancement in science and technology, we are moving 
towards a mechanized community. In this case, the use of modern 
appliances, their utility and similar technical information can be of 
great help not only for the specialists but also for general users. 
Theses and Dissertation 
Another important category of scientific communication is the 
postgraduate/M.Phil dissertations and doctoral theses submitted to 
universities for the award of degrees. They are valuable and 
primary sources of research results, reporting the original research 
work in specific fields. These sources yield invaluable amount of 
unpublished information in a specific area of research. These works 
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often remain unpublished. Since these sources are the result of 
original research produced by the academic institutions, they do 
not appear in any trade or national bibliography. Their existence as 
well as information contained in them generally remains unknown-. 
However, Dissertation Abstracts International and University 
Microfilm International brought out by Allied Publishers (P) Ltd; 
Madras (now, Chennai) and such other sources of information, 
provide brief information about some of the American theses and 
dissertation. 
Pamphlets 
In special libraries pamphlets have been regarded as 
indispensable sources of current information which may not be 
available from any other source. Unlike a book, a pamphlet is a 
document running into less than 50 pages, usually available in 
stitched or stapled form generally, contents given in such services 
are descriptive in nature. Due to its physical format and 
importance, such material is maintained separately forming an 
important component of special materials available in special 
libraries. However, such material has not been usually found useful 
in other types of libraries; Therefore, it is not maintained by them. 
Advertising literature, inaugural/convocation addresses, keynote 
addresses, speeches of high profile personalities are usua-lly 
available in pamphlet form for distribution in functions. 
SECONDARY DOCUMENTS 
Secondary sources of information are published for achieving 
the bibliographical control of the literature. Secondary sources site 
primary sources of information and assist the user in locating 
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primary sources of information. Secondary sources of information 
includes as. 
Periodicals 
All periodicals do not report original work. There are' a 
number of periodicals which specialize in interpreting and providing 
opinions on developments reported in primary sources of 
information. Such periodicals may be considered as secondary 
periodicals 
For example 
New Scientists, edited by Bernard Dixon, London, IPC Magazines, 
1956-, weekly. 
Indexes 
An index to a work contains an alphabetical list of names, 
topics, places, formulae, titles of any significant item refering to 
material presentation in the main part of the work. A well compiled 
index adds to usefulness of a work. 
For example 
American economic association, index of economic journals, 
Homewood, iii, Irwin, 1961-62, 5 vol. 
Bibliographies 
A bibliography is an original list of primary or other sources 
usually arranged alphabetically by author, or chronologically or 
topic wise. It may be comprehensive or selective. The basic aim of 
a bibliography is to assist the user in locating the existence of an 
identifying book or any other material, which may be of interest to 
him. A well-prepared bibliography provides a definite coverage of 
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documents over a period of time within specified limits. It also 
serves the purpose of retrospective searching of literature. 
For example 
ASLIB BOOK List monthly list of recommended scientific and 
technical books with annotations, London, ASLIB, Vol. 1, 1935-
Monthly. 
Indexing Periodicals 
An indexing periodical is regarded as an important secondary 
source of information. It acts as a guide to the recorded 
information. With the increase in literature in different subject areas 
immediate access to all published material becomes an impossible 
job. So, with the help of indexing periodicals published at regular 
intervals, it is possible to get an idea of the published material and 
pinpoint the documents required by the users. It saves the time and 
labour of the scholars who may utilize their valuable time in further 
research work. 
For example 
e.g. Index Medicus, Washington, Carnegie 
Institute, 1879 -
Abstracting Periodicals 
Abstracting Periodicals cover a large number of periodicals 
on the subject and its related fields, irrespective of language. They 
provide modern libraries with ample facilities to collect and 
disseminate information on articles published in a wide range of 
periodicals, all of which cannot be possessed. An abstracting 
periodical is a regularly used compilation of concise summaries of -
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(i) Significant articles that appear in current primary source 
journals. 
(ii) Important new research monograph reports, patents and 
other primary source publications in that field. 
As these periodicals help the scholars to decide whether they 
have to read a particular document or not, they are liked and used 
by them more frequently. They have become a very important 
reference tool for research scholars as they help in avoiding time 
lag and duplication of work. 
For example 
Chemical abstracts (SM), Washington, American Chemical Society, 
Vol 1, 1907. 
Reviews of progress 
A review is a survey of the primary literature. It aims to digest 
and correlate the literature o\/er a given period. A review provides 
background information to a new problem in a suitable form and 
serves as a key to literature. It also indicates the developments and 
trends in the field concerned. 
Usually reviews of progress are published annually, in which 
information is broken up into easily manageable parts, and then 
separate articles on them are written along with bibliographical 
details. There are some reviews, which are collection of papers 
presented at conferences. They form a good secondary source of 
information in assisting the users to acquaint them with the 
developments, in a subject area. 
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For example: 
Annual review of biochemistry, 1932-, palo Alto, Annual 
Reviews, Annual 
Treatises 
A treatise is a comprehensive compilation or summary of 
information on a subject, a treatise on a subject provides enough 
information to a person to acquire basic knowledge, so essential for 
carrying out advanced research. 
For example 
Treatise on the calculus of finite differences, 4th ed. New 
York, Chelso, 1960. 
Monographs 
A research monograph may be defined as "separately 
published reports on original research that are too long, too 
specialized, or otherwise unsuitable for publication in one of the 
standard journals. Each monographs is self contain frequently 
summarizes existing theory or practice before presenting the 
authors original and previously unpublished work, and is likely to be 
one of a series of such research monographs in the same field. Its 
scope is narrower than that of a treatise and emobides result of 
seminal research" 
Books 
A book is a physically independent document other than a 
periodical publication, that is, it has been completed or has been 
intended to be completed in a definite number of volumes. It is a 
macro document. As per the norms of UNESCO, a book should 
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have at least 49 pages, 22 to 32 cm hieight and 1.5 to 4 cm 
thickness. 
Books further may be divided as: 
a) Textbooks: 
A textbook is a book of instruction. Its primary aim is not to 
impart information about a specific subject but to enable one to 
develop proper understanding of the subject. It cannot be 
comprehensive often presentation is colorful and attractive, giving 
plenty of illustrations and diagrams. 
For example 
A Textbook of crop production, by P.C. Raheja, etc., Bombay, 
Asia, 1873. 
b) Reference Books 
A reference book as defined by the American Library 
Association's Glossary Terms^, is "a book designed by its 
arrangement and treatment to be consulted for definite items of 
information, rather than to be read consecutively and it is a book 
whose use is restricted to the library building". 
'Gates'^ says that a "book which is consulted for aid or 
information on a topic, a theme, an event, a person, a date, a place 
or a word is a reference book". 
Reference books are consulted only for specific information. 
These are the sources of ready reference. The organization of 
information in a reference book is motivated for quick and easy 
use, which is either alphabetical or in chronological order, or 
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skillfully affected by the use of detailed indexes and copious cross 
references. 
Reference books include as follows. 
(i) Encyclopedias: These works attempt to deal with the 
whole of knowledge (general encyclopedias) or a section 
of knowledge (subject encyclopedias) by means of series 
of articles. The arrangement is usually alphabetical by 
subject. The contents may includes articles, 
bibliographies, illustrations, maps and a gazetteer. The 
encyclopedias may be approached through the index, 
which sometimes forms a separate Volume. Encyclopedias 
are particularly useful; as starting points for projects or 
literature searches. 
For eg: McGrawhill Encyclopedia of science and technology 
McGrawhill,New York,vol.7 
ii) Dictionaries 
Dictionary Provides information about words (spelling, 
meaning, derivation, pronunciation, usage etc.) 
There are two main types 
(i) Inter-language translating dictionaries 
(ii) Single language dictionaries containing definitions of 
words. 
There are also biographical dictionaries, which give information 
about people. 
For e.g. Benett, H.(Eds)(1986) , concise chemical and Technical 
d/cf/0A7ary,Edward Arnold, U.K. 
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iii) Handbooks: 
A handbook is a compilation of miscellaneous information in a 
compact and handy form. It contains data, procedures, principles 
etc. Tables, graphs, diagrams and illustrations are provided. 
For example. 
Handbook of chemistry and Physics: a ready reference book of 
chemistry and physical data, 52"^ ed., Cleveland, Ochio, Chemical 
rubber, 1971. 
iv) Manuals: 
A manual is an instruction book, which instructs how to do 
something by means of specific and clear directions 
For example 
Manual for writers of term papers, theses and dissertations, rev. 
ed. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1985. 
v) Tables: 
Many of the handbooks contain data in the form of tables. 
Tables are a convenient form to present data, (e.g., density, 
melting points, atomic weights, boiling points, reactions, etc). 
These are extremely useful in science and especially physical 
sciences and technology 
For example. 
Tables of Constants and Numerical data Oxford, Pergamon press, 
1947-vol. 1-
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vi) Translations 
Translations are important part of secondary sources. Their 
characteristics are the same as those of primary or secondary or 
tertiary sources from which these are translated. 
Tertiary Sources 
Tertiary sources of information act as a guide to the 
secondary and primary sources of information. They indicate 
towards the information contained in primary and secondary 
sources. Tertiary sources of information contain information 
distilled and collected from primary and secondary sources. The 
primary function of tertiary sources of information is to aid the 
searcher of information in the use of primary and secondary 
sources of information. Out of various kinds of sources, tertiary 
sources are the last to appear. 
Tertiary sources include as follows. 
Bibliography of Bibliographies: 
A bibliography of Bibliographies which direct readers to useful 
bibliographies through subject, name of an individual /place/ 
institution etc. As the number of bibliographies Published every 
year is large therefore Bibliographies are highly selective in nature 
For example:-
Bibliographic Index, cumulative bibliography of bibliographies, 
1937-, New York, Wilson, 1938. 
Lists of Research in Progress 
List of research in progress covers the research activities of a 
single institution or laboratory, a group of institutions, e.g. 
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Universities or research - in - progress, within a specified subject. 
It consists of a short description of projects, name(s) of 
investigator(s), period of investigation, name of finding agency, and 
in some cases, reference to sources of publication of results or 
results likely to be published. 
This list has its importance as it helps in planning of research, 
avoidance of duplication and above all, in the anticipation of 
information 
For e.g. 
Current Research Projects in CSIR Laboratories, New Delhi, 
INSDOC, 1976. 
Directories 
A directory is a list of names and addresses of persons, 
organization manufacturers or periodicals. The word 'directory' may 
or may not appear in the title. 
For e.g. 
World directory of Mathematicians, 4th ed. Stockholm, 
Alinquist and Wiksell, 1970. 
Guides to Literature 
A guide to literature assist a user to use literature of a 
specific subject. It helps to evaluate and introduce literature. It lays 
emphasis on literature rather than the content of a specific subject. 
For example 
Readers' guide to the social science, edited by Bert F. 
Herllitz, revised edition. New York, Free Press, 1970. 
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NON-DOCUMENTARY SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Consultants 
A consultant is a professional who provides advice: usually 
on payment basis. There are various categories of consultants such 
as legal consultant engineering consultants, consulting physician 
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and so on. In the case of litigation, we take the advice of a legal 
consultant. For setting up an air conditioning plant for an office 
building, a cinema hall, etc. we consult an engineer who is an 
expert in the matter. For our ailments, we consult a physician. In all 
cases we are to pay fees fixed the consultants. 
Experts 
An expert is a person who possesses sound knowledge on a 
subject technique, and so on. On many occasions we need their 
help. For example, for appointing information scientists in an 
organization, we setup an interview board comprising experts. They 
interview the candidates, judge their suitability for the post, and 
finally choose the best candidate depending on his/her knowledge, 
skill qualification and experience. For classifying a book, many a 
time a classifier cannot decide the subject. In such a case, he/she 
usually takes the help of an expert who knows the subject. 
Technological Gatekeepers 
A technological gatekeeper is a well-informed person in a 
particular field. Usually, some scientists, technologists, and 
professionals in business, etc. have got a tendency (possibly an 
inborn) to acquire information from various sources, to keep 
himself/herself abreast of the development in the field, and 
disseminate the information to the person or group who may be 
interested in the information. There is no formal course to train a 
person as a technological gatekeeper. Almost automatically, they 
grow into a technological gatekeeper. According to 'Zagnoli^°' 
(Internet 2) a technological gatekeeper should have: 
1) 'Technical authority, a high standard of technical and 
scientific professionalism and a high level of verifiable 
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performance (scientific publications, congress 
communications and internal relationships, etc.); 
2) A formal role in the organization (often gatekeepers are 
coordinators of groups or project managers) a proponent and 
constructive attitude to the general problems of the business, 
and 
3) An open and interested attitude to innovation problems and to 
discussion with colleagues'. 
Invisible College 
In reality, an invisible college is not a college, Around 1645 a 
group of persons interested in natural philosophy and other parts of 
human learning started meeting secretly at Gresham College or 
elsewhere in London under the name of the invisible college'. In the 
meeting, they used to discuss about their research activities, 
results obtained, new areas that can be researched, and so on. The 
practice continues today, of course, not in secret but in open 
meetings like national and international conferences where 
scholars belonging to the same discipline get acquainted with each 
other, come to know who is doing what, and discuss their areas of 
research, problems they are facing, latest findings, and so on. This 
acquaintance many a time turns into friendship and that continues 
when they exchange their reprints, correspond with one another 
through letters, talk over the phone, and so on. In this way, 
nowadays-invisible colleges are formed. Hence, we can now define 
an invisible college as a loosely formed association of like-minded 
people who come together to share their experiences and 
knowledge. 
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Organizations 
Organizations are also important sources of information.. 
There are different categories of organizations and they provide 
different types of information. Information provided by an 
organization is generally considered to be authentic. Here we are 
going to discuss about the following categories of organizations 
highlighting the various types of information that these agencies 
can provide. 
International Agencies 
These agencies can be broadly categorizes into two groups 
international and regional. The United Nations, UESCO, F/0 
WHO, etc are the examples of international organizations. On the 
other hand, Asian Development Bank (ADB), South Asian 
Association for Regional Cooperation, (SAARC) etc, are the 
examples of regional organizations. All these agencies generate as 
well as gather information from various sources and then 
disseminate by placing the information on the Internet. Bringing out 
various publications and other means. For examples, UNESCO 
gathers data from various member countries of the world on 
education, science and technology, culture and communication. 
Basing the data, statistical tables are compiled and published in 
the form of a book called Unesco Statistical Yearbool< a very 
important source of information on the subjects. Similarly, Asian 
Development Bank gathers socio economic data from more than 40 
developing countries and publish key Indicators which is also 
available online. 
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Research and Development (R&D) Organisations 
Research laboratories institutions, etc generates information 
tiirough research. This information is published in the form of 
research papers, short communications, etc. whenever a scientist 
receives national or international award, media people flock to the 
organization where the scientists are working to gather more 
information. The biographical data, service profile, 
correspondences, photographs, laboratory note books and many 
other information about scientist can be obtained from an R&D 
organization. 
Academic Institutions 
Universities, colleges, polytechnics, schools, etc are 
academic institutions. These institutions furnish information as to 
the number of courses they run, syllabus, duration, fees, faculty 
members, etc of each course. They also keep substantial 
information for each student comprising his/her date of admission, 
date of leaving, results of various examinations performances in 
sports, and so on. Various information about the teachers is also 
available with them. Sometimes photographs of students, teachers 
and other staff are also available with them. Hence, for collecting 
biographical material, these institutions provide a lot of help. 
Libraries and Information Centres (LICs) 
We all know from our experience and studies how LICs are 
functioning possibly as the most common source of information to 
all. Researchers, scholars, teachers, students, and even common 
men flock to the libraries for various types of information they need. 
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Information Analysis Centers 
When we talk of an information centre we mean an 
organization that provides information on demand. Suppose 
somebody wants information on the pros and cons about the 
construction of a dam at a particular place. The information centre 
will supply news items and other information available on the dam 
as it is. It will not analyse, evaluate and synthesise the information. 
On the other hand, if the same information is demanded from an 
information analysis centre, it will select the relevant information 
from databases, Internet and other sources; acquire them, then 
classify them in such categories as: (i) favouring the construction; 
(ii) opposing the construction; and (iii) providing neutral view. At the 
next stage, the literature so classified will be studied by experts 
and they will analyze, evaluate and finally synthesize the 
information sometimes with their own input. It is to be ensured that 
the information given is authoritative and substantially helpful in 
decision-making. 
There are many information analysis centres in the world. 
The Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Centre (CDIAC), for 
example, is the primary global change data and information 
analysis center belonging to the department of energy (DOE) of the 
United States. It attends to requests for data and information 
received from such users all over the world as are concerned with 
the greenhouse effect and global climate change [Internet 3] 
Referral Centres 
A referral centre is an organization that directs information 
seekers to appropriate sources of information such as libraries, 
information centres, and individuals that are likely to provide the 
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information. A referral centre usually does not supply information or 
documents. 
Newspaper Clippings: 
Newspapers are the current source of information on events 
topics and other matter. An important services of any special library 
is to collect news items related to the institutions activities for 
reference. These clippings may be stored for further contributions 
in the form of ready reference. 
Reprints: 
Latest information or material available in journals can be had 
in the form of reprints. They also constitute a good source of 
information especially in research or scientific libraries. 
Non Conventional Sources 
Besides the documentary and non-documentary sources, 
there is prevalent feeling that new mechanism is needed to make 
information more readily accessible and that better techniques are 
needed to channel it to the ultimate consumer. Thus there are a 
number of non-conventional sources, which are in machine-
readable form. A few of them have been discussed below 
Audio-Visuals 
Audio-visuals form a separate class of documents, 
comprising of slides, discs, tapes, cassettes, gramophone records, 
video-records, motion pictures, etc. These sources record the 
sounds of visuals or both. Such sources help in listening the 
recording of original sound or see the recording of important events 
captured through audio-visual sources. Nowadays, all these 
sources are under greater use in education for teaching and 
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learning programmes. Course material in the form of lectures or 
instructions is recorded and distributed among the students. UGC 
(University Grnats Commission) and IGNOU (Indira Gandhi 
National Open University) are bringing out a large amount of 
educational material in audio-visual form. Depending on the form of 
documents, specific type of equipment is needed for their use. 
MJcroforms: 
The microforms are the non-documentary sources of 
information, grouped with audio-visual material, as they require 
some device for reading. Microforms contain images of textual 
documents (originally available in paper), reduced by photographic 
techniques to the extent that they cannot be read with unaided 
eyes. It is transistorization of printed page. Microforms, comprising 
of microfilms, microfiches and micro-opaque cards are preferred for 
backsets of periodicals and newspapers. They are quite popular in 
special libraries because: 
(i) These are most economic as compared to hard copy. 
(ii) Incredible space saver (up to 90 per cent), avoids the 
problem of shelving, 
(iii) Compact, portable and easy to carry 
(iv) Rare documents can be preserved more economically. 
(v) Avoids binding problems 
(vi) Can be duplicated easily like books 
(vii) Durable, avoids the problem of mutilation and theft which, 
otherwise, is a very serious problem for a library. 
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(viii) Far more easy and economical for mailing and 
transportation to far off distances. 
Microforms are available in different varieties and 
dimensions. Therefore, different equipments are needed for their 
reading. Their reduction ratio varies as they come in various 
magnifications. They are prone to misplacement and their 
organization, storage and maintenance also require special 
environment conditions and care. However, due to availability of 
ICT, microforms are being replaced by electronic resources. 
Databases 
Today, Indian libraries have also crossed the barrier of 
traditional sources, as they have started collecting documents in 
electro-magnetic forms. Large number of publishers are, today, 
involved in publishing databases in various fields of knowledge, 
particularly in science and technology. Therefore, libraries have 
also started acquiring electronic databases which have certain 
built-in advantages for libraries as well as for the users. In addition 
to large number of individual databases (e.g. Chemical Abstracts, 
Biological Abstracts, library and Information Science abstracts) 
some important commercial databases in the field of science and 
technology are: ABI/lnform, the INSPEC, Proquest Science and 
Science Direct. They provide access to a large number of 
bibliographic and full-text journals. Such databases (online as well 
offline) have been found very useful for providing various types of 
library services. Publishers offer sufficient discount to subscribers 
for their complete list of journals. New technologies do not change 
the basic nexus of information but rather help in extending users' 
reach, crossing all geographical bounds. 
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Electronic Resources (e-resources) 
The print on paper is slowly being overtaken by electronic 
publishing. This new publishing medium has given scope for more 
efficient means of storage, maintenance and quick access from 
remote places. Under financial constrains, libraries need to 
concentrate on developing electronic documents and have an 
access to electronic information resources, using network facilities 
to serve the users in a more fulfilled way. Emergence of electronic 
resources has caused a shift in users' perception also. In the 
changing dimensions, it does not matter what you have but the 
important issue is to have an access to it. Evolution of 
electronic/digital resources, Internet sources and networked 
journals, etc. have changed the ways of collection development and 
seeking the information. Today, one can have seamless access to 
any information from anywhere anytime crossing all the 
geographical boundaries, provided basic infrastructure is available. 
All these developments are leading to the emergence of digital 
libraries, electronic libraries or virtual libraries in a parallel way. In 
the present scenario, users are seeking a one-stop shop to satisfy 
their information needs, Electronic documents can meet the instant 
desire of users to have an access to information. Users do not wish 
to wait for weeks for requested documents to arrive. 
The hitherto printed information is now available in the 
digital form. A paradigm shift is observed in the overall information 
environment, which may be highlighted as fellow 
Traditional 
Environment 
Reading 
> Electronic 
environment 
Browsing 
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Ordering, bulling, 
invoice 
Writing 
Card catalogue 
Document delivery 
Inter library load 
Literature Search 
Resources sharing 
Classification 
Cataloguing 
Indexing systems 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
E-Commerce 
Web publishing 
OPACS' 
E-printing, 
Attachments, 
Scanned images 
Consortia 
CD-ROM and the 
Internet search 
Networking 
Subject 
directories, 
Subject gatevy/ays 
Metadata 
Search strategies 
Today, various types of electronic resources are available. 
Some of them are discussed briefly in the following sections. 
(a) Electronic Journals 
Publication of electronic Journals (e-journals) has led to the 
development of new opportunities to deliver information to the 
researcher community at a much faster rate. Electronic journals 
started publishing in 1990s, later followed by electronic books. 
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These are available on optical discs, over networks or in any other 
electronic form and are read electronically. Electronic publishing 
has considerably reduced the problem of time-lag between the 
submission of an article and its publication, as in such journals, 
writing, editing, refereeing (peer reviewing) and distribution is 
carried out electronically over telecommunication networks without 
involving any paper intermediaries. Revision and submission of 
articles is much easier. The user-friendly packages help in 
reducing the tedious job of proof reading, thus reducing the time 
lag of publication (Lee and Boyle, 2004, pp. 57-9)^\ The main 
objective of e-journals is to disseminate the nascent information 
among the end users as speedily as possible. Currently, most 
publishers offer electronic journals along with print versions, with 
free access to the electronic versions. Some charge 10-15 per cent 
extra for print plus electronic access, Tammaro (2000, p. 160)^^ 
suggests that "the library could make available double the number 
of periodicals by changing the acquisition policy from ownership to 
access, with an additional cost of 15 per cent". These 
developments have far reaching impact on acquisition practices of 
special libraries which are now increasingly subscribing to full-text 
journals available online/offline (CD-ROM), in addition to having an 
access to networked or consortia journals. 
SOME FULL-TEXT E-JOURNALS 
There are quite a number of digital libraries or digital 
databases for full text electronic journals. The popular ones are 
indicated here. 
• IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) 
- regularly brings out 80 periodical publications. The 
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journals are available on-line with back files right from 
the inception of each of the titles. 
• Proquest/ABI- There are several packages of journals 
discipline wise and user category wise. The Academic 
Research Library package covers 2600 titles, including 
all major disciplines of knowledge. The back files date 
back to the year 1971 and the same is also made 
available on CD-ROM disc. 
• EBSCO- Another popular database of journals which 
provides access to 600 titles of all disciplines, 
specialized service called "Pay per Exposure" is also 
introduced here by which one can seek access to 
relevant articles from some selected journals of current 
origin. The service will be delivered to the e-mail address 
of the individual. This is an economical means of getting 
access to full-text. 
• Enfierald Library - covers 55,000 recently published 
articles from journals in the areas of management 
science and library and information science. The Emerald 
Library database is popular one and widely accessed by 
researchers and professionals in the area of 
management science and public administration. 
• Science Direct- Provides on-line access to 1200 core 
journals in basic sciences. It is said to be the widely used 
database of journals especially by the academicians and 
research in science disciplines. 
• Ingenta- A popular site for variety of 
information/data/statistical details covering all most all 
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major subjects. It is said to have covered summaries oi 
25,000 publications and also establishes links to about 
6000 full text journals of recent origin. 
Medline- A common site for on-line access to 
publications in medicine and allied disciplines. The 
database is also available on CD-ROM. The coverage is 
of 9 million of records/documents from 4000 journals. 
The database is managed and regularly up-dated. In fact, 
"Medline" happens to be the first on-line information 
retrieval system in the world started in 1962. During 
those days information used to be stored on micro-fische 
as the optical laser technology was not there for CD-
ROM diskettes. 
Table: Print Vs Electronic Journals 
Considerations 
Format 
Equipment (including 
printer) 
Users 
Access to users 
Location 
Laws governing use 
Shelving 
Archiving 
Print Journals 
Standardized 
No equipment is needed 
Users, who are habitual of using 
print form, find it easy to use 
Only one user can use a particular 
issue at a time 
Easy to locate if shelved properly, 
otherwise there is always a 
probability that an issue or bound 
volume, the user is looking for, may 
have been misplaced or gone for 
binding 
Use is governed by copyright laws 
Every time when an issue or a bound 
volume is taken from the shelf, it has 
to be reshelved. Staff is required to 
do shelving 
After binding, it becomes strong for 
effective archiving and is always 
available for consultation 
Electronic Journals 
Not standardized 
Requires necessary hardware 
and software 
Users familiar with IT, find it 
easy to use, while others may 
require training to use 
It allows multiple users to use 
it simultaneously, provided 
the subscription is for multiple 
usages 
Easy to locate, provided URL, 
internet or hardware problems 
do not occur. In Irrdia 
electricity and internet 
connections often create 
problems 
Use is governed by licensing 
agreement and copyright laws 
Shelving is not an issue here 
Archiving is subject to 
provisions under licensing 
agreement with the vendor. If 
it is not renewed, the vender 
may not allow access, after 
the subscription period is over 
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Loss and Mutilation 
Loss of issue 
Space for storage 
Photocopying 
Delivery time 
Publication schedule 
Ordering and other 
procedures 
Access 
Binding 
Cost 
Operating cost 
Package 
Users can mutilate, steal or misplace 
it, if an item is mutilated or stolen, it 
is a permanent loss and the 
replacement cost is very heavy 
Sometimes, an issue can get lost in 
post 
Requires considerable storage 
space vi^ hich shrinks each year 
One can get a copy by using a 
photocopy machine, keeping in view 
the copyright laws 
The delivery through surface post 
takes lot of time especially if the 
journal is published abroad. 
However, air delivery saves a great 
deal of time but it makes the 
subscription costlier 
It is slow, inspite of availability of 
information technology 
Procedures like ordering keeping 
track of current issues, sending 
missing issues reminders pursuing 
issues and received in time, sending 
claim letters for return of payment, 
binding etc involve lengthy and 
complex process, as well as heavy 
cost Application of IT has facilitated 
all these processes 
One can access it only within the 
library during the hours when the 
library is open. If the policy allows, a 
user can borrow an issue or a 
bound volume and use it in his office 
or at home 
When the volume is complete, it is 
sent for binding. During that period, 
the particular volume would not be 
available for consultation to users 
Often, it costs more 
Operating cost is rather high as this 
includes cost for ordering 
cataloguing, classification, binding, 
correspondence for claims for 
missing issues, shelving, etc. 
Some vendors offer package, 
covering a group of journals, thus, 
bringing down the total cost 
It cannot be mutilated stolen 
or misplaced. This is the main 
advantage 
The problem of missing 
issues does not arise 
Physical storage space, is 
saved totally except for space 
required for hardware 
One can download an article 
and get a print out, keeping in 
view the licensing agreement 
with the vendor. 
There is no time lag between 
its publication and delivery as 
it is received instantaneously 
Publication is fast 
Many such issues do not 
occur. There is no need of 
sending reminders of making 
claims, binding etc. The 
procedure for ordering 
remains the same. 
Members can access it from 
anywhere (home, office or 
library), or at any time 
convenient to him, subject to 
agreement license. However, 
accessibility is affected if 
library system is down or 
there is a server problem with 
publisher or there is a virus 
attack on the internet 
No question of binding. The 
journal is always accessible 
for use 
Cost is gradually coming 
down 
Less 
It is a usual practice for 
vendors to offer packages at 
considerably lower cost 
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(b) C 0 ROMs 
CD ROM (compact disc read only memory) has become the 
computer industry's preferred medium for software and multimedia 
contents distribution. This technology came into being in mid 1980s 
and became increasingly popular in 1990s A CD ROM with 4.72 
inch diameter can store up to 640 MB of data, equivalent to 
3,00,000 pages of text. This format is regarded very useful for the 
material which is under very frequent use, such as reference 
materials like indexing/abstracting periodicals, encyclopedias, 
dictionaries, directories, etc. Although the initial investment to use 
this technology is high but later on it is cost-effective as it offers 
unlimited access time facility to any number of users at no extra 
charge. Most CD ROM products work best on stand alone 
workstation. It means that they are available within the library and 
not via the network. CD ROMs can run on local networks to be 
used by large number of users/libraries in a multi-user 
environment. On account of its immense potential, the demand and 
use of CD ROM technology is increasing day by day. Most of the 
special libraries are using CD ROM services either through stand-
alone system or through networked services. Nowadays CD ROMs 
are supplemented by multimedia effects to provide better 
understanding of the contents. Initially, these compact discs were 
able to 'read' only but in 1990s various versions of CD ROMs, such 
as CD-R (compact disc recordable or compact disc-writable) 
emerged with re-writable CD-RWs (compact disc re-writable) came 
to prominence at the end of 1990s (Herther, 1998, p. 27)^^. These 
developments have made it possible to 'write' (save) also on CDs. 
CD ROM Review and CD ROM Librarian are standard selection 
tools for CD ROMs. 
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(c) DVDs 
Digital video discs or digital versatile discs (DVD), an optical 
storage device came after the emergence of CD ROM in late 1990s 
DVD can more easily store data in a variety of formats (video, 
audio, recording, etc) and looks the same as a compact disc. It 
can hold about 15 times more information and is capable of 
transferring it to the computer 20 times faster than CD ROM. On a 
DVD, both sides of the discs can be used to store data. Disc can be 
single layered or dual layered. Single layer single side disc holds 
4.78 gigabyes of data whereas dual layer single side disc holds 8.5 
gigabytes of data. Double side disc has doubled the storage 
capacity. Therefore, dual layer double side disc can hold 17 
gigabytes of data. Its application is primarily in entertainment 
sector for watching movies. It can cover four hours of move on one 
side. Double-sided DVD has much higher capacity. When 
compared to CD ROMs, DVD allows for better graphics, greater 
resolution, and increased storage capacity. Because of its 
phenomenal storage capacity. It can store the complete back files 
of large bibliographic databases, such as ERIC and MEDLINE on 
a single disc (Scammel, 1997, pp. 213-215)^'' . Like CD ROMs, 
various forms of DVDs have also emerged, such as DVD-R (write 
once read many) having 3.9 GB capacity and DVD-RW (re-writable) 
with 3 GB capacity. 
(d) E-Books 
E-books constitute the latest fashion in the world of 
paperless digital media. They are available on CD ROM and 
Internet for some time. E-books can be read on a personal digital 
assistant (PDA), desktop or laptop computer. E-books are the 
paperless portable computerized devices which are far more 
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expensive than the paper versions. Some of the e-books are 
designed for use with specially designed dedicated readers 
(machines), e.g. the first Rocket e-book with dedicated machines 
appeared in 1999, with no functionality other than the reading 
process. There is now available second generation of Rocket e-
books marketed by a book company (www.softbook.com/) which 
holds thousands of pages and can link to the internet to download 
titles. They also have built in dictionary (Lee and Boyle, 2004, pp. 
50-1). There are numerous advantages of e-books but they are 
unlikely to take off in the popular market because of their prices. 
The readers (machines) are relatively light in weight and have the 
capacity to store thousands of pages. Rocket e-books offer 
annotation facilities, book marking, linking to dictionaries, and 
instant access to thousands of titles through built in modems 
(Deegan and Simon 2002, p. 77)^^. E-books may contain different 
types of information, such as text, pictures, sound (talking books) 
or all of them. The new concept of e-books on web is emerging 
which is likely to have largest influence of any electronic 
development on how libraries do their business. Three main 
companies that have emerged are: Questia, (www.auestia.com). 
ebrary (www.ebrary.com/) and netlibrary (www.netlibrarv.com/). 
offering full-text of books, journals and encyclopedia articles. They 
have added value in terms of reference and discussion services 
(Deegan and Tanner, p. 80) book store like Amazon.com and 
Barners & Noble are selling all kinds of e-books available from the 
major publishers. 
(e) Internet Resources 
Internet has been defined as a 'network of networks'. It 
opened new vistas for information seekers during 1990s, during 
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this period, the Internet transformed itself into a widespread, 
popular and commercial means of communication, accessible by a 
large number of people, organizations and libraries of all kinds. 
Today, a vast amount of information is set up by 
individuals/institutions on Internet as key information server tool the 
World Wide Web (WWW), many journals, reports, papers and 
reference sources are available free on Internet and they even 
constitute many of the sites on the web. 
Web-Sites 
With the fast developments of technology, a large number of 
web sites (general or specialized) are available on Internet. It has 
become difficult to say what constitutes a good web site, 
particularly because of the volatile and changing nature of web 
sites. Everyone does not have adequate idea about which web site 
to access for what kind of information. Normally, for finding relevant 
information through internet, one has to go through bulk of sites to 
identify the most suitable site available on one's own subject. In 
this process, a lot of precious time of the users is wasted. However, 
subject gateways provide solution to such a problem. 
Subject Gateways 
Today, lot of literature is available on Internet for which one 
needs to spend sufficient time in searching by going through vast 
amount of junk information. To solve this problem, a lot of research 
has been done by information professionals and subject experts 
who have created subject gateways to include high quality 
resources only. Excessive availability of information on the web 
has led to the development of a variety of subject search 
mechanisms. A guide to finding Quality Information on the Internet 
by Cook (1999)^® is very helpful for finding quality information 
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available on internet. Cook has provided various approaches for 
this purpose, which have been classified into four groups (search 
engines, subject catalogues and directories, rating and reviewing 
services and subject-based gateway services). Access to 
information can be made through one of these groups. However, 
for a researcher or subject specialist, subject based gateway 
approach is most suitable. The examples of such gateways include 
BUBL Link (available at http://www.bubl.ac.uk/link/). Biz/ed 
(available at http://www.bized.ac.uk/). and SOSIG (available at 
http://www.sosig.ac.uk). 
Search Engines 
Information has become a pervasive necessity in every 
phenomena of life. So many terms defining the present age such 
as "information age", "global information village", and "global 
information economy" have been heard, which reflect the presence 
of information in each field of society and services. Vast 
developments are taking place in the present time and it is the 
information, which is required every where. But nobody can ignore 
the fast spread of information, and the speed of spread. This 
spread of information depends upon the dissemination of various 
sources that become major resource for the information. 
A search engine is an as locator of information available on 
the internet via the World Wide Web. It contains reference to 
thousands of web documents. It provides an interface between a 
user and the related database. To provide information to users is 
composed of two parts; available information with data and method 
of indexing of information. The user interface by asking his query. 
The response of the search engine comes in the form of "result", 
listing addresses of matching and relevant resources. For giving 
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the matching results, it runs the query terms (known as searcn 
string) against databases. Many a popular search engines are 
yahoo, Alta Vista, AQL Search, AskJeeves, Google, Lycos, 
Advance search, Meta search arid MSN Search. 
Through different search engines accomplish their task 
through different methods but some common ways of providing 
information to user can be explained as under: 
1. Searching information on the basis of important and 
defined keywords 
2. Indexing of keywords and related URLs (Uniform Resource 
Locators) 
3. Making available the keywords or pages to users 
E-mail 
Electronic mail is the most commonly used services of the 
internet. E-mail facilitates communication with people all over the 
world. It's made the geographical boundaries of nation, as one can 
send mail to among connected to internet wherever, he is almost 
instantaneously. It has become the life blood of internet with 
millions and millions of message exchanged across the globe daily. 
Electronic-Mail in most of the cases, reduces postal delays, 
which otherwise is a usual phenomenon in traditional 
corresponding. The E-mail is received within seconds and it is not 
uncommon to receive reply in another of few hours (even minute). 
The important use of e-mail in library environment is in 
document delivery text and image files, downloaded from database 
can be detailed with regular mails as attachments. Even printed 
pages can be scanned and sent as image files. 
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News group (Usenet) 
News group is a world wide-distributed discussion system. 
Use Net have thousand of new groups, which are, basically, 
electronic bulletin boards where users can pass nnessage. 
Electronics Conferences 
In recent time; e-mail based discussion group called 
electronic conferences (e-conferences) have come into vogue. 
Here the originator of the idea of an e-conference accepts the 
responsibility to maintain it, distributes to massage through 
dissevers on other special mailing list management software. 
Thus, these can be viewed as moderated news groups (as 
against use net news groups many of which are not moderated). 
Several surveys have been conduct. It was found that researchers 
are using e-mail communications to replace other. It was also found 
that those who are connected (through e-mail) are better informed 
as well as more productive and creative. A majority of professional 
information are reliable sources of professional and research 
information for personal use. 
Importance of Information Sources 
Information sources help in searching for information. A 
researcher usually starts with secondary sources and tertiary 
sources and ends the search with primary sources. Secondary and 
tertiary sources contain information in organized form and these 
serve as guide or indicators to detailed contents of primary 
literature. With increasing amount of literature being produced, it is 
becoming almost impossible to use primary sources directly for 
searching of information. A scholar would also not be able to keep 
himself up to date and well informed in his field of specialization 
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without the aid of secondary and tertiary sources. This goes to 
show the importance of these sources of information. 
Information Sources and Their Role in Research Work 
The role of literacy in research library is essentially of center 
of forming where literature is available to research. It is important 
because all research inevitably involves the use of the books, 
pamphlets, periodicals and documentary materials in libraries. This 
applies to studies based upon original data gathered in the field of 
study as well as to those based entirely upon documentary 
sources. 
There are two types of literature resources in libraries. One is 
primary sources and the other is secondary sources. Obviously no 
research project can be undertaken without this preliminary 
orientation. In addition, valuable information on research 
techniques may be gained from "reports of previous researches" 
Research involves good finance. Library helps in reducing the 
research cypress. 
A list of all such books, periodical articles and other 
documents prepared with the help of library's catalogue, 
bibliographies, indexing and abstracting periodicals constitutes the 
working bibliographies for a researcher. In modern libraries or we 
can call paperless libraries research scholars are provided with 
service of communication media and networking. 
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE (IVRI) 
Indian Veterinary Research Institute (IVRI) was established 
on 9*^  December, 1889 as an Imperial Bacteriological laboratory at 
Pune (Maharashtra) and was later on shifted to Mukteswar 
(Kumaon, Uttranchal) in 1893. Mukteswar was chosen because of 
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its suitability for research on infectious diseases. Subsequently, for 
extending the activities of the institute, Izatnagar (UP) campus was 
established in 1913 for large scale production of sera and vaccines. 
It gradually expanded to the present size with its headquarter at 
Izatnagar (UP) and campuses at Mukteswar (Nainital, Uttranchal), 
Bangalore (Karnataka), Bhopal (MP) and regional stations at 
Palampur (HP), Srinagar (J&K) and Kolkata (WB). At present, there 
are 21 Divisions and 6 Sections specialized in various 
disciplines/areas. Research conducted in the areas of animal 
health, production and technology with multidisciplinary approach 
has paid rich dividends. The research contributions have facilitated 
development of new biologicals used for diagnosis, prevention, 
cure and control of many devastating diseases of livestock 
including poultry, increased production of milk, meat, eggs and 
other animal products. Upgradation of livestock and poultry with 
increased production potential, overcoming the shortage of animal 
feeds by better utilization of existing feed resources and 
substitution of conventional feeds by cheaper agro-industrial by 
products are other significant contributions. 
Post-graduate teaching and training programmes started in 
1900 at the Institute when training was imparted to field 
veterinarians, civil and army personnel on various aspects of 
animal health care. Later, Associateship of IVRI and National 
Diploma courses were added as a part of post-graduate teaching 
programme. However, with the establishment of Post-Graduate 
College of Animal Sciences in 1958, the institute has been 
providing quality education at master and doctoral levels in 23 and 
20 disciplines respectively. 
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The Institute has been conferred the status of Deemed to be 
University with effect from 16'*^  November, 1983 under Section 3 of 
the University Grants commission Act (1956). The first academic 
session started on 15.1.1985. The administrative control of the 
Institute is vested with the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
(ICAR). 
The Institute has been attracting a large number of foreign 
students, specially from developing countries. Scholars have been 
deputed to this Institute from different countries for various short 
and long-term training programmes, diplomas and degree courses. 
Besides the above courses, the institute has also been arranging 
various short-term National and International Training Programmes, 
Staff Courses and Summer Institutes from time to time to make the 
professional workers familiar with latest developments in 
veterinary and animal sciences. The institute has also been 
recognized as the Centre for Advanced Studies in Animal nutrition 
and Animal Physiology and centre for Excellence in Animal 
Biotechnology by Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New 
Delhi. 
The institute, spreaded over an area of 307 hectares, 
has a well established National Library of Veterinary Sciences, 
Animal and Fodder Farms, Boys and Girls'-Hostels, Bank and Post 
office facilities at its Izatnagar campus. It is located at a distance of 
about 8 km from Bareilly jn. (BG) and 1 km from Izatnagar Railway 
Station (MG). 
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2. AUTHORITIES (DEEMED UNIVERSITY) 
(a) The Director is the Principal Executive academic officer of 
the Institute and exercises powers similar to the Vice-Chancellors 
of other Universities in University affairs. 
(b) The Joint Director (Academic), equivalent to Dean, PG 
studies in other Universities is responsible for the organization and 
implementation of the teaching programmes and co-ordination of 
post-graduate studies in all disciplines of the Deemed University. 
(c) The Registrar is responsible for maintenance of all records 
related to performance of the students, assistance in admissions 
and for establishment matters and general administration in the 
Deemed University. 
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF VETERINARY SCIENCE 
INTRODUCTION 
The National library of veterinary sciences at Indian 
Veterinary Research Institute (IVRI), Izatnagar is perhaps the 
oldest library in this specialized area in the country. The library was 
started as an integral part of the Imperial Bacteriological Laboratory 
since its foundation on December 9, 1889 in Pune and good 
number of current books on veterinary sciences were initially 
purchased from the ad-hoc grant of Rs. 6000.00 in the year 1890, 
besides subscription of important periodicals on bacteriology, 
pathology and veterinary sciences from Annual Recurring grant. 
When the Laboratory along with the library, was shifted to 
Mukteswar in 1893, Dr. Alfred Lingard, the Head of the Laboratory, 
donated his personal library also to the institute library in the same 
year. In the year 1907, a new lot of current books was purchased 
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from ad-hoc grant of Rs. 20,000/- and the regular annual library 
budget was raised to Rs. 2500 by 1913, there were more than 3500 
volumes of books and periodicals in the library at mukteswar. With 
the gradual increase of annual library budget to Rs. 4000 and equal 
amount of additional ad-hoc grant, back volume of few important 
periodicals were purchased in 1924. 
In 1925, the name of the laboratory was changed to imperial 
Institute of Veterinary Research and in the year 1927 the 
publications in the library increased to 8000, the institute was 
renamed as imperial Veterinary Research institute in 1936 and as 
Indian Veterinary Research. Institute (IVRI), in 1947. 
With a view to carrying out certain investigations during 
winter in the plains, a branch laboratory was built in 1901 at 
Kurgaina, Bareilly, which was transferred in 1922 to its present site 
at Izatnagar and a link library was also established in the Animal 
Nutrition Division Building in 1936. After independence the library 
at Izatnagar expanded rapidly and its location was changed to self 
contained Library Building (at present occupied by Extension 
Education Div.) in 1968. In view of growing need for space for 
expansion of reading materials, providing Xerox facilities, 
Microfilming, Computerized services, etc. a spacious Library 
building was constructed and the library was shifted in the new 
building in December 1983. The dedication ceremony of NLVS 
Building was performed by the then Honorrable Union Minister of 
Agriculture and Rural Development Shri Gurdial Singh Dhillon on 
23'"^  June 1986. The libraries at Izatnagar and Mukteswar jointly 
earned the distinction of being the First National Library of 
Veterinary Sciences in the country. 
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OBJECTIVES/MANDATE OF NATIONAL LIBRARY OF 
VETERINARY SCIENCES (NLVS) 
The mandate of the library is to cater to the information needs 
for achievement of the main objectives of the institute, which are to 
conduct fundamental and applied research and extension activities 
in Animal Health, Animal Husbandry, and to provide expert advice 
on all matters. The institute has also earned the distinction of being 
the deemed University for imparting postgraduate education and 
training in various sciences and allied disciplines. 
COLLECTION OF NLVS 
The Library at Izatnagar presently houses more than 155000 
highly specialized reading materials, in the form of books, 
monographs, reference works, journals, statistical and data 
publications, bulletins, reviews, advances, reports, pamphlets, 
theses, reprints and micro-documents. The resources get enriched 
at the rate of more than 2500 additions each year. The Library 
subscribes to about 310 foreign and 120 Indian journals and it also 
receives several publications on gratis/exchange. It provides inter-
library Loans services, lending and circulation services, reference 
and guidance services. The library has been serving the scientific 
and professional community dealing in veterinary sciences, animal 
husbandry and allied sciences ever since its inception and is 
considered to be one of the best five libraries of the world. 
Besides the libraries at Mukteswar and Izatnagar, library 
services are available at Bangalore and palampur with a 
subscription of about 55 and 65 journals respectively. The technical 
services at Bangalore library are computerized. 
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RARE AND OLD DOCUMENTS COLLECTION 
The library at Mukteswar is having the best collection of more 
than 45000 volume of periodicals, 12000 books, letters 
photographs, and research records manuscripts and possesses 
certain rare publications of veterinary importance as old as 
published in 1800. Some of the rare and old publications are:-
> Proceedings of the Royal society of London 125 volumes, 
1800-1929. 
> Dictionary Encylopaedia que des sciences, Medicals, 
(French Language), 100 volumes (1864-1884), (Gold 
Plated) 
> NOUVEA Dictonaries prachique de medicine. De Chirurgie 
Et D' Hygiene Veterinaries in 22 volume from 1856-1894. 
> Hygiene Veterinarian: 22 volumes 1856-1894. 
> Nature, London: from volume 1 (1870) to date 
> Report of the Indian Cattle plague commission, 1871 
> Annual reports of the Institute, from 1895- to date. 
> Preliminary noie on rinderpest by Alfred Lingard, 1897 
> Report on an experimental investigation of the methods 
inoculation against rinderpest by L. Rogers, 1900 
> Preliminary notes on rinderpest experiment commenced at 
Imperial Bacteriological laboratory by Prof. Robert Coch, 
1903. 
> Manual of the deadly forms of Cattle diseases in India 
(1904) 
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> Report on the preparation of Rinderpest protective serum 
with fifty tabular statements by Alfred Lingard, 1905. 
> Report on the Horse (1906) 
> Glanders - a clinical treatises, 1908 
> Elephants and their diseases; A treatise on elephants, 
1910 
> Report on the Departmental Committee on Foot and Mouth 
Diseases (1912) 
> The early history of veterinary literature and its British 
Development, 1913. 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES, FACILITIES AND SERVICES 
With the generous grants by ICAR under the scheme for 
strengthening of post graduate education programs at ICAR 
institutes (Deemed Universities) during 8**^  Five Year Plan, following 
facilities are now available to all the library users: 
Microfilming Facilities: 
For preservation of old and rare archival documents and 
manuscripts in micro format for effective up keeping and use in 
future, microfilming Unit has been set up comprising Minolta Dr. 
1600 camera, 605 Z Reader Printer and a Mapple 3300 E 
processor, which is a unique feature. The facilities are available to 
other organizations and institutions also. 
CD-Net System: 
Facilities for information access and retrieval from CD-ROM 
databases in the multi-user environment has been set up by 
installing Meridiana's CD-NET 428 Q having 28 CD-ROM Drives 
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with simultaneous working facility for 4 users with 28 CDS access 
on a Local Area Network. This CD-NET system with Intel Pentium 
processor is the first of its kind installed among ICAR institute and 
State Agricultural Universities. 
The CD-ROM facilities are also available to students, 
scientists, teachers and professionals of other colleges, 
universities, institutions of the country and abroad. 
Computer Systems: 
Computer systems main serve with Intel Pentium CPU, 
complete with its accessories, peripherals, six PC/Ats, Six VT-IOO 
terminals, one OCTC B50 XL transmatic printer, three LQ 24 pin 
Dot metric printers, three HP 4L Laster printers, one 5 KVA online 
Ups, with Unix SVR 4.2, MS-DOS 6.22 Windows 3.11, Word-Star 
7.0 dbase IV, Lotus 1-2-3 and Libsys 3.0 were installed and 
commissioned. 
CD Rom Databases Search Facilities: 
The following databases in CD-ROM have been subscribed 
and are available for access:-
> Agris CD (FAO) 1975-Present 
> Beast CD (CAB International) 1973-Present 
> Biological Abstracts (BIOSIS) 1985-Present 
> Biotechnology Abstracts (Derwant) 1982-Present 
> FSTA (IFIS) 1969-Present 
> Medline Express (NLM, USA) 1966-Present 
> Vet CD (CAB International) 1973-Present 
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Current Contents on Diskette with Abstracts: 
Similarly "Current Contents Life Sciences on Diskette with 
Abstracts" have been subscribed from vol. 39, 1996 and as such 
the World's most recent and comprehensive bibliographic 
information with abstracts is available for use every week. 
Libsys: Integrated Library management System: 
Library has purchased LIBSYS software for computerization 
of library activities. Current as well as Retrospective conversion of 
library collection on LIBSYS is in progress. A database of theses 
available in the NLVS has already chased the year 1996-79 has 
also been computerized. The library has started subscription of 
journals from the year of 1997 using LIBSYS software and the 
holding status of the Journals from the year 1997 is available on 
computer system of the library. 
In IHouse Bibliographic Databases: 
Besides this, in-house bibliographic databases on theses. 
Foot and Mouth Disease, Embryo Transfer Technology, Genetics of 
Disease Resistance Rumen Microbiology, Lignin Biotechnology, 
Plasmids and Recombinant DNA Technology. Yak, Sheep, 
Lungworm, IVRI publications and books in Archives section in 
NLVS, which were earlier created at Bio-information Centre of the 
institute, were transferred on to the computers at NLVS also and 
are available for consultation. 
Conference Facility: 
The NLVS at Izatnagar has most modern and equipped 
conference hall for holding conferences and symposia. This facility 
is also provided to outside agencies on nominal payment. 
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Air Conditioning Facility: 
17 units of split type Air Conditioners of two tonne capacity 
and 16 units of 1.5 tonne capacity have been provided and installed 
in the computer Hall (First Floor), Current Journals Display-Cum-
Reading Section (Ground Floor-Western Side), and Reading Hall 
(Ground floor-Eastern Side) respectively. 
Generator Facility: 
To keep uninterrupted power for computerization as well as to 
avoid inconvenience to users at the time of too frequency public 
power failure, a 125 KVA Genset for NLSV building has been 
installed and commissioned. 
Reprography Services: 
Reprographic services were strengthened by installation of 
two plain paper copiers viz. Minolta EP-3170 on 01.04.1995 and 
Modi Xerox 5328 Sys-1 on 06.05.96, the Xeroxing services are 
provided to students, scientists and outsiders on request against 
nominal cKarges. 
Fax Services: 
For providing fax services to the users. A fax machine Scan 
Ricon 82 has also been installed and put in use. 
Internet Facilities: 
Efforts to hook on to the global information network through 
INTERNET by a campus wide network of V-SAT system is being 
made. 
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Compilation Mukteswarof Bibliography's / Catalogues: 
The collection and compilation of following bibliographies and 
catalogues of the reader's interest have been brought out:-
Bibliography of IVRI publication 
A Bibliography of PG Theses of Research Scholars, 
IVRI 
Catalogue of Books available at IVRI, Mukteswar 
Catalogue of Journals Holding of IVRI, Izatnagar/ 
Mukteswar library 
Catalogue NLVS, Izatnagar 
A comprehensive bibliography on Rinderpest (from 
1800 to 1993) 
Catalogue of Serial Publications 
Bibliography on Blue Tongue Virus (from 1911 to 1972) 
Revenue Generation: 
Revenue is being earned for the institute by providing 
Xeroxing Services, Computerized Library information Services 
using CR-ROM Database and Microfilming services. 
Timings: 
The library remains open from 9 am to 9 pm on all working 
days and from 8 am and to 1 pm on Sundays and holidays except 
on the three National holidays i.e. Republic Day, Independence 
Day and Mahatma Gandhi's Birthday. 
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Membership: 
All the scientists and students of IVRI Deemed University 
and its regional stations/campuses are members of NLVS. Outside 
scientists, students, professionals can also become members after 
paying a nominal fee. 
NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
Modern times have witnessed a phenomenal growth in 
literature. The literature is worldwide in origin, international in 
language diverse in subject content, complex in form, uneven in 
quality and tremendous in amount. It is also expensive. The 
research literature in science and technology is being published in 
more than 50 different languages of the world. In scientific research 
about 95% cited literature is available in periodicals and serials. 
Literature is growing so enormously that it has been estimated that 
in science it is doubling every 5-10 years. So the investigator tried 
to made the study to identify the appropriate information sources 
used by the PG & research students of Indian Veterinary Research 
Institute, Izatnagar, to meet their research requirements, which 
further help in the collection development of Library and also help 
the researchers to discover information efficiently and 
expeditiously. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem selected for the present study is entitled 
"sources of Information used by PG & research students at 
I.V.R.I., Izatnagar: A survey" 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS: 
Source''^: According to Oxford Advanced Learner's dictionary "a 
person, book or document that provides information, especially 
for study, a piece of written work or news". 
Information''®: According to tiie Collins English Dictionary and 
Thesaurus 21^* century edition 
(i) "Knowledge acquired through experience or 
study". 
(ii) "Knowledge of the specific and timely events or 
situation news". 
Use""^: According to Oxford English Dictionary use has been 
defined as "to follow or exercise to discharge the functions" 
PG^° (Post graduate): According to Oxford advanced learner's 
dictionary of current English PG is defined as "a person who 
already holds a first degree and who is doing advanced study or 
research. 
Research : The advanced learners dictionary of current English 
lays down the meaning of research as "a careful investigation or 
inquiry specially through search for new facts in any branch of 
knowledge". 
A n 
Students : According to the Oxford advanced learner's 
dictionary of current English "a person who is studying a f a 
university or college". 
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IVRI: Indian Veterinary Research Institute (IVRI) was established 
on 9*^  Decennber, 1889 as an Imperial Bacteriological Laboratory 
at Pune (Maharashtra) and was later on shifted to Mukteswar 
(Kumaon, Uttranchal) in 1893. Subsequently, for extending the 
activities of the Institute, Izatnagar (UP) campus was established 
in 1913 for large scale production of sera and vaccines. 
Izatnagar: A small town in Bareilly District UP, famous for IVRI. 
Survey^^: According to Oxford Advanced Learner's dictionary 
"an investigation of the opinions, behaviour, etc. of a particular 
group of people which is usually done by asking them questions" 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The main objectives of the present study are as follows: 
1) To find out whether the PG & research students of Indian 
Veterinary Research Institute are satisfied with the library 
services or not. 
2) To know the most used information sources by 
researchers in Indian Veterinary Research Institute. 
3) To know the information gathering techniques of PG & 
research students. 
4) To know searching techniques of PG & research students 
5) To know from where the information sources are collected 
by the PG & research students 
6) To find the need of Electronic information sources 
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7) To know about the most popular print source among the 
researchers to meet their research requirements. 
8) To know about most popular E-journal's sites among the 
PG & research students. 
9) To know which CD-ROM databases are frequently used as 
a source of Information by the PG & research students. 
10) To reveal whether the users give the weightage to the 
language or not 
11) To know at what stage of research, the researchers need 
information most. 
12) To know the most use search engines by PG & research 
students. 
13) To know whether they preferred print sources or electronic 
sources. 
14) To know whether the sources of information available in 
the library are adequate to meet the information needs of 
the PG & research students. 
HYPOTHESES 
1) Most of the PG & research students of IVRI preferred 
periodicals to meet their research requirements. 
2) Electronic Information sources are mainly used by PG & 
research students for their study/research purpose. 
3) Most of the PG & research students find databases are 
useful sources for their research work. 
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4) Most of the PG & research students of IVRI find that 
Information access through E-journals are most helpful for 
their research work. 
5) Most of the PG & research students are satisfied with the 
C D R O M services provided by the library 
6) Printed information sources are preferred more than that 
electronic Information sources. 
METHODOLOGY 
The present study is conducted on a sample of 30 PG & 
research students of IVRI, Izatnagar. The tools used for the study 
were questionnaire, observation and informal interview. 
METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 
For this study the data was collected through a questionnaire 
observation and informal interview. The questionnaire consisted of 
total 24 questions. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The scope of the study confines to the analysis of the 
information sources used by the PG & research students of Indian 
Veterinary Research Institute studying in different disciplines or 
levels during the session 2006-2007. With the help of the study we 
can know about the purpose of using various information sources, 
most used formal, informal, electronic information sources, 
satisfaction of the users as well as try to know about the various 
information sources used in their own library i.e. National library of 
Veterinary Sciences (NLVS). 
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ORGANISATION OF REPORT 
CHAPTER-! 
INTRODUCTION 
The introductory chapters deals with sources of Information, 
Indian Veterinary Research Institute, National Library of Veterinary 
Sciences followed by need and significance of the study, 
objectives, Hypotheses, statement of the problem and scope and 
limitations of the study. 
CHAPTER-I I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A review of total number of *l3 previously published literature 
related the present study. 
CHAPTER-III 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with the study of the problem, purpose of 
the study, objectives, hypotheses, methodology, tools use for the 
study, sample population, variable taken, pilot survey, data 
collection procedure and data analysis method. 
CHAPTER-IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
This chapter deals with analysis and interpretation of data 
collected through the questionnaire. 
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CHAPTER-V 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
This chapter includes findings conclusions, suggestions and 
recommend actions for the further research. 
CONCLUSION: 
Information generated and recorded in documents is termed 
as sources of information. Information sources plays a vital and 
important in research work. Thee is always a need of proper 
literature available for the research. Literature reviews is an 
important step for research program. For accurate and original 
research primary sources are most important. The secondary are 
based upon the information of primary sources and bear the colour 
of the approach. Tertiary sources are based upon the formulation 
of the secondary source. They give proper direction to uses to get 
his required document and without wasting time. 
The above analysis of the sources has been done on the 
basis of the present situation, information, stored in a number of 
media, is disseminated in different ways and presented in a 
systematic and organized manner in these sources. With the 
incoming of never technologies they are becoming more and more 
important and complex in nature. 
The knowledge of these sources and their inherent contents, 
is very eventual in the fast changing world. This is also use of 
information at the right time, as with the time lag a particular piece 
of information loses its effectiveness. However, the same can be 
retained by the use of sources which guide the users the enact 
information without the loss of time and wastage of energy. 
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CHAPTER-2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Review of related literature is very essential for a new 
research topic. The study of related literature implies locating, 
reacting and evaluating reports of researches as well as reports 
of the casual observation and opinion that are related to the 
individual planned research project. In any worthwhile study in a 
field of research, the researcher must have an adequate 
knowledge with the work that has already been done in the area 
of his research. The researcher must have up to date information 
about what has been done in the area of his research. In brief 
this chapter presents an overall review of studies conducted 
abroad as well as in India In a chronological order regarding the 
topic. The investigator reviewed only those studies, which were 
similar to the present study. 
Shaheen Majid and Kanagasabai, D.(2007)^ in their article 
entitled as "Information source preference for project work by 
primary school students:, used questionnaire to investigate the 
type of information sources. It was found that internet was the 
most preferred information source for project work, followed by 
public and school libraries. Similarly, digital information sources 
were preferred over print and audio visual materials. Among 
published information sources, the respondents considered the 
internet and reference sources more important for their project 
work. Among human information sources, teachers, parents and 
siblings were considered more important than their library staff 
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and friends. The main reasons identified for using different 
information sources were "accessibility, "ease of we" and 
"appropriateness" to project work. Certain attributes such as 
accuracy and currency of information were considered less 
important in the selection and use of information which was 
probably due to inadequate information literary skills possessed 
by there students. 
McKnight, M.(2007)^ in his article "A grounded theory model 
of on duty retrieval care nurses information behaviour: the 
patient chart of information interaction". The resulting nurses 
patient chart cycle describes their activities during the shift as 
containing a regular alternation between Interaction with the 
patient and with the patients' chart. The nurses' attention was 
founded on patient specific information. They had almost no time 
or opportunity to consult published sources of a information while 
on duty. The value of the study is that libraries often provide 
nurses with information services that are based on academic 
models of m^ormai'ion behaviour which are not yery useiu\. This 
study may guide librarians and systems designers in the 
provision of more appropriate systems and services. 
Mack, J. and Ryan, C.(2007)^ in their article entitled "Is there 
an audience for public sector annual reports: Australian 
evidence" used a survey methodology to access users of public 
sector annual reports and is new because it has directly studied 
actual users across the entire public sector. The purpose of their 
research is to investigate the role and importance of the annual 
report as a source of information about public sector entries. The 
research directly accessed users of public sector annual reports 
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to determine their information sources. The findings indicate that 
the annual report is an important source of information about 
public sector entities but it is not the most important source of 
information. This study also found that the annual report is not 
regarded as equally important across all public sector entity 
types. Differences in the importance attached to the annual 
report by different stockholder groups were also noted. 
Harbour, J. and Chaudhary, G. G.(2007)'* discussed the 
purpose of their research paper entitled "Use and outcome of 
online health information services: a study among scotish 
population" is to report on a research designed to find out how 
people in Scotland access and use online health information. It 
is based on a survey of two sets of population in Glassgow a 
group of 64 users from the general public and a group of 24 post 
graduate students from a university of Glasgow. Use of the 
Internet for health information was found to be much lower in 
Scotland particularly those using online survey. It was noted that 
people searched online health information for themselves, family 
and friends. Healthy eating, exercise and alternative medicine 
were the most commonly sought topics. Approve half of the 
survey participants felt online health information influenced their 
treatment. The study incorporates, internet users and non-users 
as well as proficient Internet users and therefore provides a more 
balanced view. 
Levine-Clask, M.(2007f in his article entitled "Usage of 
electronic books by scholars in the humanities"a survey of 
the University of Denner Community accessed knowledge about 
usage of electronic books. The findings of the survey is that 
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scholars in the humanities have a higher level of awareness of e-
books than their colleagues access campus but use of e-books at 
the same rate. Their patterns of use are different with 
"humanists", using less of the e-books than to other groups. 
Humanists still prefer printed books to electronic that at a higher 
rate than do other groups and careless about added features, 
such as searchability than they do about content. 
Wojciechowska, A.(2007)^ in his article he laid down the 
objective of the paper entitled "Analysis of the use of open 
archives in fields of mathematics and computer science" is 
to study the use of institutional open archives in France. The 
study analysis by those of the French researchers in 
mathematics and computer science who work in relation with the 
French National Network of Mathematics Libraries (RNBM). The 
survey was performed by sending a questionnaire to the 
researchers via libraries of the RNBM. The paper provides 
information about the knowledge of open archives, about 
information receives experience in self archiving and copyright 
awareness of French researchers in Maths and Computer 
Science. 
Kalyani, A.(2006)^ laid down the objectives under the title 
"Cancer patients use of information sources" (i) Rank the most 
and least used information sources and the most helpful 
information source and (ii) Find the impact of patients 
demographic and situation on use of information sources. To 
synthesize results found access studies, a systematic review was 
conducted. Medline and CINAHL were researched to retrieve. 
Literature on cancer patients information source use. The 
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retrieved articles were carefully selected according .to 
predetermined criteria, and several article were eliminated in a 
systematic approach. Analysis, the 12 articles that met the 
criteria were systematically analyzed by extracting data from 
articles and summarizing data for the purpose of synthesis to 
determine the meaning of findings on most used. Information, 
least used information sources, most helpful information sources, 
effect of patient characteristics and preference for a information 
sources and effect of patient visualization of preference for a 
information source. In findings descending order of use, health 
care professionals, medical pamphlets and family and friends 
were most used information sources. Internet and support groups 
were least used. In descending order of helpfulness books, 
health are professionals and medical pamphlets were fond to be 
most helpful information sources. Younger patients used 
healthcare professionals and certain forms of written information 
sources more than older patients. The author concluded 
systematic review shows that many areas of cancer patients 
information sources use have been either neglected or barely 
analysed. As in-depth, understanding cancer patients use of 
information cancer and the characteristics in information sources 
they consider to be helpful is important for developing successful 
intervention to better inform patients. 
Jackson, N.(2006)^ in his article titled as "Dipping their big 
toe into the blogosphere: the use of webiogs by the political 
parties in the 2005 general elections". The purpose of this 
paper is to examine the use of webiogs by political parties in the 
2005 general election campaigns in UK. It seeks to identify why, 
why not and how parties used their webiogs during the election 
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campaign. The weblogs of the free political parties which had a 
Weblog were accessed, and eight party e-compaigners were 
investigated. The findings are that in UK party blogs were 
essentially used as one way communications channels which 
added colour to party web sites, as a result, rich weblogs may 
have encouraged visitors to return because of some form of 
vogewism, but they were not either effective. Conversational, 
campaigning or promotional tools. 
Sami, L. K. and Rabia Iffat (2006)^ in their article entitled as 
"Electronic Resources and Public Libraries" discussesed the 
need of electronic resources in the public libraries because of the 
various advantages of the electronic resource and the change in 
the publication industry. It further discusses the various services 
that can be rendered through electronic resources. The article 
concluded by offering recommendations to the public libraries the 
public libraries must exploit the electronic resources to provide 
varied services to its users, firstly to keep pace with the changing 
times and secondly to make learning more enjoyable and more 
effective 
Rikkonen, P., Kaivo-oja, J. & Aakkula, J.(2006)^°in their article 
entitled "Delphi expert panels in the scenario-based strategic 
planning of agriculture" seeks to present approaches on the 
utilization of expert information in strategic planning practices. 
The study emphasizes alternative scenario development for the 
bases of decision making. This is done through an evaluation of 
Delphi studies and their feasibility for scenario construction. As 
an application of the information processes both narrow and 
broad expert information processes are presented as alternative 
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sources for solutions in public sector strategic planning and 
decision making: a Broad Expert Information Process (BEIP) 
model; and a narrow expert information, the scenario planning 
and the strategic planning processes. 
Myhill, l\/l.(2005)^'' in his case study under the title "A map for 
the library portal: through the labyrinth of online information 
sources" aimed to describe the first year of implementation of 
the innovativ-^-interfaces Inc. millennium access plus (MAP) 
portal at the university of useful library, UK. The authors finds 
that number of users increased who require their information 
immediately and really do not care where it is stored: such 
demands coupled with librarians natural tendency to apply order, 
have led to the development of library portals which aim to solve 
the problems arising from typing to navigate this labyrinths of 
information. The MAP Portal is one such product using the NISO 
open URL standard MAP offers three main elements contextual 
linking via web Bridge, one Step "multi" searching using metafind 
and resource authentication through web access management 
(WAM). Use of this portal at the university of Exeter library has 
made a considerable positive impact on the recent use of online 
full text systems and services and the experiences undoubtedly 
point to a strong future for such interfaces every where. The 
paper informed the information community on the experiences of 
the innovative products. 
Doldi, L. M. and Bratengeyer, E.(2005)^^ under the title "The 
web as a free source for scientific information" gave a 
comparison with fee based databases aims to evaluate the web 
sources for scientific bibliographic information. In order to give 
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this evaluation a quantitative dimension a comparison with the 
information obtained from fee based bibliographic databases was 
performed. Based on the concrete search example in the field of 
plant production biotechnology, a comparative study of reflected 
fee based bibliographic databases (CAB Abstracts and Biosis 
Purview) and a search of the web with selected search engines 
(SCIRUS and Google) was carried out. A comparison of the 
information retrieved through the database and that retrieved 
through search engines was conducted with respect to the 
quantity and quality of retrieved documents, search time, the cost 
of information, retrieval strategies, the reliability of information 
and the demands on the skills of the researcher. The surprising 
results of this comparison clearly indicate that the web, assuming 
a professional use of the medium is not only valuable source for 
scientific information but also provides the scientific community 
with an instrument to make knowledge available and assemble 
for almost anyone. 
Manuel, S.(2005)^^ discussed in his article under the title 
"weblog use in information and enquiries service provision" 
that the library staff of Loughborough University plotted the use 
of a weblog in 2003. The project act out to determine whether 
weblogs would assist in information management and 
organization. It was thought that the provision of a central 
repository of information with clear presentation and keyword 
search facility would same staff time and give more professional 
impression when dealing with users enquiries and also foster a 
culture for information sharing amongst the team. The article 
describes how the information enquiry team set about the 
process and concludes that the web log has been a major 
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success. Its use is increasing steadily, making information 
sharing a much more open and accessible process. 
Liona, E., Craft, E., Yokota Caster, K. and Phan, D.(2004)^'* 
conducted a study under the title "Providing access to foreign 
languages electronic resources". It may be commonly thought 
that CD-ROMs are the dead technology, but for many information 
resources produced article of the US, CD-ROMS may offer the 
only method of access to bibliographic and full text data in non-
English languages. For this discussion, CD-ROM technology 
refers to programs that provide bibliographic or full text access 
on removable media, usually using proprietary search and 
interface software. Realistically, this can include DVD technology 
as well as older programs from floppy disks most products 
however, presently come in CD-ROM format. 
Sato, T. and Hayashi, T.(2004)^^ said under the title 
"Information service for agricultural, forestry and fisheries 
research activity development of a web search engine and 
web^archiving system". In the agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
research information centre, which specializes in agriculture, 
forestry and fishery research information and the directory 
system which arranges this information are created in order to 
enable efficient access to information resources of the 
agriculture, forestry and fishery on the web which has increased 
year after year and so that anyone can access easily to 
research results sent by ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
fisheries research organizations. Moreover the web archiving 
system is built in order to assure long term access to raise 
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support for season to provide valuable data by saving that 
information on the web which otherwise likely disappears. 
Tenopir, C , King, D. W. and Bush, A.(2004)^® the objectives of 
their research paper under the title "Medical use of print and 
electronic journals: changing over time and comparison with 
scientists" are to determine how medical faculty members use 
scholarly journals, whether print or electronic journal are read 
more, whether there is a pattern among types of users and what 
similarities and differences there are between the use of 
journals by medical faculty and faculty in other discipline. The 
author used the survey method for their study and the reforms 
estimated using critical incident technique to characterize the 
different aspects of their use of print and electronic journals. The 
authors find that medical faculty read a great deal, especially 
compared to scientists. The most frequently reported principal 
purpose of reading is to support their primary research (30 
percent of reading). The majority of reading comes from recently 
published articles, mostly from personal subscriptions. Medical 
faculty continue to rely on print journals. Age of faculty does not 
appear to influence the choice of print or electronic format. 
Belle, A.S. and Ajala, S.F.{2004)^^ in their article discussed the 
"Use of newspapers for satisfying basic information needs 
In the polytechnic ibadan community, Nigeria". Social survey 
research was employed in carrying out the research 
questionnaire and observation were the data collection 
instruments used to establish newspaper usage, respondents. 
Internet in newspaper and their feelings after consultation. The 
findings reveal that newspaper information play a dominant and 
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satisfying role. The respondents expressed satisfactory with the 
content and currency of newspaper information specific topics 
considered to be the preferences of readers are also highlighted 
in the study. 
Shenton, A.K. and Dixon, P. (2003)^^ in their article 
"Youngsters use of other people as an information seeking 
method" explains use of other people has often been found to 
be the most frequently employed and most successful method by 
which youngsters obtain information. The articles covers the 
sorts of people typically approached in order to satisfy needs of 
particular types, the actions taken by adults in response to 
youngsters' approaches to them and the problems that 
youngsters face when using other people as information source. 
The overall aim of the work was to construct a picture of how 
youngster's information universe develop qualitative data 
collection and analysis methods were selected to allow detailed 
Exploratron of the contents of the young peoples' information 
needs and behavior. 
IVIcknight, C. and Dearnley, J.(2003)^® under their article 
"Electronic book use in a public library" reports on a study 
which aimed to investigate the potential for portable electronic 
book (e-books) devices within a public library content. The main 
method of data collection was a questionnaire distributed to all 
readers who borrowed a device during the project. Results are 
discussed to term of 
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(a) The users reaction to the device and the process 
of heading from it and 
(b) The institutional consideration encountered by the 
collaborating librarians. It is not clear from the 
outcomes that portable e-books provide a viable 
delivery mechanism within a public library. 
Thapisa, A.P.N.(2003)^° in his article entitled as "The use of 
print and electronic media in Botswana", laid down the 
objective of the study is to determine and systematically analyse 
the information needs and media use of Department of 
information and Broadcasting (DIBS) audiences and readers in 
order to determine how effectively it can respond to, and 
adequately satisfy, their needs. A triangulatron approach was 
used which included questionnaires, house-to-house interviews, 
observational approaches and focus group interviews. Access to 
radio and television, stations and times preferred and newspaper 
readership are analysed by gender, age, education and income. 
The article concludes that access in low income and rural areas 
should be increased by implementing more practice education 
policies, equal employment and income policies. Information 
should be in multiple languages and the free newspaper should 
be more effectively distributed. 
Ramasech, C.P. and Venkatesh, Y.(2003)^^ in their article 
entitled "Electronic Information Sources: with special 
emphasis on e-journals" highlights popular databases of full 
text journals with explanation to brief. Also explained the various 
content page and abstracting services available for academic 
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and research libraries in India. The special features of each of 
these databases are pointed out and their merits are highlighted. 
The paper digital database of these of UMS prouquest and its 
salient features with statistical detailed are indicated in the 
paper. The paper concludes with the suggestions that as a 
measure to face the inflation, libraries in India can resort to 
content page services which is comparative economical. 
Samyuktha, R.(2003)" under her article titled as "Online 
Research Tools and Resources in life Sciences" says that the 
fundamental purpose of any research library is to provide access 
to the organized record of knowledge and ideas. Authors say that 
there is an environment of change and there has been a 
paradigm change of two kinds in research; these driven by needs 
and expectations of users of Library and Information services 
and those driven by the changes in Technology. Researchers 
expect faster access to more complete sources delivered in- a 
more timely way. There is clear evidence that they increasingly 
want to use digital material alongside traditional materials and 
want access from their desktop wherever they want and 
wherever they are. This paper discusses some of the major 
online research tools and resources that are popularly used by 
researchers in life sciences. A listing of the major blinks is also 
furnished which would be of prime importance to life science 
researchers. 
Chandra, H.(2003)" predicts the importance of "Web based 
information resources with specific reference to e-books" 
the paper highlights the various types of web based information 
resources. The concept of e-books, challenges for S&T 
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librarians, utility, need and the motivating factors for proving 
access to e-books through the central Library website of IIT 
Madras is also highlighted. The major e-book providers, 
evaluation of e-books, major issues and also of web based 
resources are also described briefly. 
Chandel, A.S. and Mezbah-ul-islam, M.(2003)^'^ the authors 
conduct a study with an objective to ascertain as to what extent 
"Electronic as v\/ell as traditional resources are being used 
in university" environment in India as well as neighbouring 
countries having similar conditions like India" enhancing 
the usability of available resources by way of adapting user to 
the system and services seems to be more variables. The 
analysis was focused to determine the use of the basic 
information sources in research particularly electronic resources. 
Results indicate the traditional sources are still dominantly used 
with little use of electronic media except the use of some 
commercial subject databases on CD-ROM. Internet use is much 
below the expectation. Even free journals are not being referred 
by users, no doubt, have the aptitude to use electronic resources 
including internet but lack adequate facilities as well as initiation 
from professionals. Suggested the enhancing usability of 
available resources by way of adopting user to the system and 
services seems to be more viable. Major objectives of users 
studies: information system could serve users better increase 
their to utility clients and be more accountable to them. To serve 
clientele may require implementation of a system redesign 
mandate. To serving clientele better, user needs and must 
become a central focus of system operation. 
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Nair, M. C. K.(2002)^^ discussed in his paper entitled "Online 
access to cancer research information in India: a digitized 
resource for patient care and clinical research" that how the 
vital information resources such as scientific papers published in 
journals, conference papers, books, case studies, project 
reports, dissertations documents of continuing medical education 
monographs, popular articles, registry data can be digitized and 
made available to the clinicians, clinical researchers, scientists 
and other users working in the regional cancer centers (RCCS)'in 
India. It is proposed to have a consortium linking all the 19 RCCs 
which would immensely benefit by sharing research output and 
disseminating such information. As a prelude, this setup warrants 
the need for sharing the journal resources subscribed by the 
particular centers with minimum duplication necessary attention 
has to be given as regards the IPR and related issues. Issues 
like Network set up; role of the server centres, nodal points, 
submission of files etc. also discussed. The objectives of the 
study is to have findings on cancer patients use of information 
sources were synthesized to; 
Vojak, B. A. and Suarez, C. A.{2002)^® in their article entitled 
"sources of information used in new product and process 
technology Planning within the Electronic Device Industry" 
analysed of the frequency of the use of each source of 
information is quantified for both tactical and strategic time 
frames. Further, statistically distinguish clusters of most 
frequently used sources of information are identified as a result 
of this work distinction also are identified between those sources 
of information most typically used for tactical versus strategic 
technology planning cycles. The survey instrument was 
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developed by conducting in department interviews methodology. 
The most striking result of this study is that direct customer input 
overwhelmingly dominates the technology planning culture within 
the electronic device instrument. 
Meera, B.M.(2002)^^ on the topic "Electronic information 
resources: a case study of designing virtual library in 
mathematics" said that the complexities involved due to various 
formats of electronic information resources are increasing day to 
day. Information available on internet is one such evident 
example posing problems both qualitatively and quantitatively to 
the user community. Design and development and virtual library 
could be a solution to this problem, which enables customizing 
and streamlining the information products on the internet. 
Shaheen Majid and Tan, A. T.(2002)^^ in their research paper 
entitled "information needs and information seeking 
beliaviour of computer engineering undergraduate students 
at Nanyang Technological University (NTU) Singapore" gave 
purpose to investigate the types of information sources used by 
the students, their preferred information formats, the importance 
of and reasons for using certain information sources and the use 
of various electronic information sources. Survey method was 
used by the investigator. The study found that printed materials 
were the most preferred information format among the students. 
The top five preferred information sources, in the order of 
importance, were books, lectures, the internet, friends and 
manuals. Unexpectedly the use of databases and electronic 
journals was quite low among the computer engineering students. 
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The study recommends a promotional campaign for introducing 
electronic information sources to the library users. 
Cuk, A. and Juznic, P.(2002)^^ briefly described the research 
published on "use of information sources by physicians and 
veterinary practioners". It specifies in particular studies on the use of 
drugs information sources in human and veterinary medicine and 
outlines the situation of the veterinary profession in Slovania. It 
presents the results of a questionnaire survey on the use of information 
on drugs by Slovanian veterinary practitioners, on how they use 
information technology and electronic information sources, while it also 
indicates new possibilities for veterinary medical libraries and 
professional veterinary organizations how to provide, by new 
information and communication technologies relevant information for 
veterinary practitioners in the most convenient way. 
Tims, B. J. and Judd, V. C.(2001)^° in their article "International 
marketing and electronic government sources: a collaborative 
research strategy workshop". The authors said that reference and 
document librarians are increasingly faced with questions about 
international marketing as a result of globalization. Knowing there to 
look for specialized information of this kind can be a daunting task while 
the focus of this paper is to describe an international marketing 
workshop, the sources described and the types of questions raised in 
the workshop can be helpful to busy reference librarians. This paper 
describes four US government sources that are available is electronic 
format. Using the electronic sources, librarians can quickly answer a 
variety of questions or shows patron how they can find information free 
of charge. 
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Burk, R. J.(2001)^^ in his article entitled "Information 
sources is there a gender issue" examined gender differences 
in utilization of information sources within a single large 
professional services firm. Nine specific sources of information, 
falling under three broad categories (inter personal official 
company publication informal) wise considered. Respondents 
indicated how much information they received, their preference 
for information, and the value of information received, from each 
source. There were few gender differences at the highest 
organizational levels (partners, manager) but considerable 
gender differences at lower organizational level (professional 
field staff, secretarial and support staff). Woman at lower 
organizational levels had greater preference for information from 
all three sources and received more information from official 
company publications and informal sources. 
Dulle, F.W., Luchabura, IVI.F.F., Mulimila R.T., and Matovelo, 
D.S. (2001)^^ in their article entitled "Researchers' 
perspectives on agricultural libraries as information source 
In Tanzania" reports results based on a study aimed at 
assessing the capability of agricultural libraries in meeting 
researchers information needs, finding out means used by 
researchers to cope with the scarcity of scientific information 
based on study findings, give some recommendations on how to 
improve agricultural library services in Tanzania. 
McGetigan, P., Golden J., Friyer J., Chan, R. & Feely (J) 
(2000) in their article under the name "prescribers prefer 
people the sources of information used by doctors for 
prescribing suggest that the medium is more important than 
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the manage" aim of this study were to determine the sources of 
prescribing information considered important by doctors, 
establish which were used in practice and investigate of hospital 
and primary care physicians differed in their use of the sources. 
Questionnaire method is used to rate the information sources in 
terms of their importance for prescribing 'old' and 'new'. The 
result was that the sources most frequently rated importance in 
theory were not those most used in practice, especially among 
GPs. Both groups under-estimated the importance of 
pharmaceutical representatives most importantly the sources of 
greatest practical importance were those involving the transfer of 
information through the medium of personal contact. 
Cesare, R. D. and Lazzari, G.(2000)^'* in their article entitled 
"Towards integration of information sources on grey 
literature: a case study" depicted in their case study that the 
Institutional goals and the organizational contents of GL 
producers determine the level and the process o^ production 
diffusion furthermore G.L. process do not all bring the same 
"dowry" they have neither the same resources, nor the same 
information policy. Inspired by such consideration the Italian 
reference centre of SIGLE (System of Information on Grey 
Literature in Europe), has based its activity on the cupertive with 
GL producers. To achieve this aim the centre has evolved from 
merely receptive role, consisting of pure and simple acquisition 
and bibliographic treatment of documents, to an active role, in 
order to control the very process of document production by 
exerting a consulting function on bibliographic aspects. In other 
words is the centre that places itself at disposal of produces to 
solve all the problems connected with their participation in the 
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SIGLE database. As an example of this policy the paper 
describes the interaction between the SIC, LE Italian reference 
centre and the Italian chamber of Deputies which produces the 
database LEGO, which stands for Grey Literature Online, 
containing non commercial, official and administrative 
documents, produced and/or acquired by the library since 1992. 
The consulting activity developed by the centre has allowed a 
fast and efficient acquisition of the document should in LEGO. 
Finally the paper describes the type of documents in LEGO, the 
selection criteria and the issues connected with information 
integration. 
Kiplang'at, J.(1999)^^ in his article entitled "an analysis of the 
opportunities for Information technology in improving 
access, transfer and the use of agricultural information in 
the rural areas of Kenya" the author in his research paper use 
the term "information technology" to include CD-ROM, computer 
network,, desktop publishing, interactive video, packet Radio, 
expert systems, geographical information a systems and satellite 
communication. The methodology adopted by the study was the 
use of case studies of the organizations and institutions that use 
IT in disseminating agricultural information to the rural population 
in Kenya. The study was limited to agricultural information. It 
highlights the advantages and limitations of ITs in disseminating 
information in the rural area of kenya among the factors that 
make IT relevant for rural development are vast storage part and 
irresponsive communication channels, links between different 
media, carry and enjoyable use at competitively and readily 
declining costs. Concludes that for IT to have more impact on 
rural development it should be needs driven, rather than 
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technology driven. This can only be achieved if the needs of the 
users are placed. At the centre and appropriate technologies 
adopted. 
Tuncalpk, S.{1999)^^ revealed in his research entitled 
"Evaluation of information sources in industrial marketing. 
Implications for media planning in the Arabian Gulf" the top 
executives of 67 companies located in Saudi Arabia were 
surveyed to determine the importance of 14 sources of marketing 
information for making industrial purchases. The study included 
seven impersonal sources. Arabic magazines and newspapers; 
English magazines and newspapers; gulf television; trade shows 
and exhibitions; billboards; brochures and pamphlets; and direct 
mail. The study also covered five interpersonal sources: past 
experience; relatives and family members; friends and 
colleagues at work; neighbours; and salesman. The findings of 
the survey indicate to which sources the top executives attached 
high importance and which they had mixed feelings about. 
Maheswarappa, B.S. and Havunur, B. K.(1998)^^ in his case 
study entitled "Use of information sources versus the 
personal contributes of biological scientists is a university 
environment in India" studied the relative importance of 
information sources among the biological scientists and on the 
basis of statistical tests concludes that the personal attributes of 
biological scientists such as designation, experience and nature 
of research in university, environment have bearing on the use of 
information sources while qualifications, sex, age and nature of 
work have no bearing on the use of information sources among 
the biological scientists in a university environment 
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White, G. P. and Jacobs, F. R.(1998)^^ described in their 
research paper under the title "Perceived importance of the 
Internet as an information channel for OM professionals" 
how "operations management" practitioners, consultants, 
academics, and students perceive and use information from 
various sources (books, journal, etc.) and channels 
(conferences, the Internet, etc.) this study uses data collected 
from two surveys, one conducted postally and one conducted 
over the Internet. The results indicate that the internet is growing 
in importance as an information channel, with more than 40% of 
ail respondents having used information obtained from the 
internet. Although most respondents view that information as 
being less important to them professionally than information from 
other sources and channels, those who use the internet most 
frequently have a much higher opinion of the information it 
provides. Multinational preference analysis indicates that the 
internet is perceived as being quite different from traditional 
sources and channels, but because of that difference it currently 
meets the preferences of only a small subset of individuals. 
Whitlam, S. and Preston, H.(1998)^® said in their research 
paper entitled "Information as a resource in newspaper 
journalism is a widely discussed issue", for which surveys 
have revealed a range of findings and from which conclusion can 
be draws. However, newspaper journalists exhibit a mercurial 
approach to formal information sources and often acknowledge 
their value even less substantially. Consequently, the value of 
newspapers articles as information sources in their own right has 
often been questioned and studies reveal how use of language 
can distort not only meaning but also interpretation. 
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Cheung, W.(1998)'*° concluded in his research paper under the 
title "The use of the world wide web for connmercial 
purposes" that among the different information sources and 
media, the internet is a leading technology which facilitates 
information exchange internationally. Furthermore, the world 
wide web (www) is the most popular application on the internet, 
used for many diversified business purposes including direct 
sales, advertisement, customer support etc. The astonishing 
growth of www users is clear evidence of this. This study 
investigates how far electronic commerce, and in particular 
business use of the www has actually progressed, in Hong Kong. 
The correlation between companies' business types and their 
purposes of using web pages through the www are also studied. 
By physically using the web sites of Hong Kong commerce a 
survey is conducted and the results are summarized 
Udofia, U.I.(1997)^^ in his research paper entitled "Select ing 
veterinary medical periodicals through c i tat ion Analys is" 
describes a study using citation analysis to select journals that 
could be used in the veterinary medical field. The study 
determines the principal. Journals to which a veterinary medical 
library should subscribe thus obtaining the highest possible utility 
of materials. By using a database of 105 journals for a period of 
5 years (1982-86) citation data were applied on the Bradford. 
Bibliography and Bradford Zipf distribution to determine the 
ranking of journals in the field accounts the "core journals". 
Reports the results of study when discovered at that the Bulletin 
of Animal Health and production in Africa is the most, cited 
journals with 305 citations and the core journals were eight in 
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number has 1,067 citations representing 66.21% of the total 
citations. 
Burk, R. J.(1996)'*^ in his research paper under the title 
"Information sources and their usefulness in a professional 
services organization" examines sources of information and 
communication within a single, large professional services firm. 
Three information sources were considered: interpersonal, 
official company publications and informal sources such as 
memos and e-mail, using anonymously completed 
questionnaires, 1,608 employees provided data. Respondents 
indicated the amount of information received from these sources, 
which sources they preferred and the value of each information 
source in improving job performance. 
Kaye, D.(1995)'*^ discussed the classification of information sources, by 
format, status and location under the title "Sources of information, 
formal and informal". He proposed a topology which plots the 
formal/informal dimensions against the personal/impersonal. The 
resulting matrix provides a framework for conceptualizing the totality of 
the complex network of sources available to the information seeker in 
business. Presents and discusses examples of sources from each 
quadrant of the matrix. He concludes with a brief introduction to newer 
needs of information access, with particular reference to the internet. 
Forms of introduction to the more detailed consideration of formal 
sources in later article of this issue. 
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Methodology 
CHAPTER-3 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with the methodology used in the study 
and has been discussed under the following headings: 
1. Selection of the problem 
2. Purpose of the study 
3. Objectives of the study 
4. Hypotheses 
5. Methodology 
• Observation method 
• Personal interview 
• Questionnaire method 
• Schedules 
6. Sample population 
7. Pilot survey 
8. Variables taken 
9. Data collection Procedure 
10. Data analysis methods 
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1. Selection of the Problem 
The problem for the present study is entitled "Sources of 
Information used by PG & research students at IVRI, Izatnagar: 
A survey". 
This problem investigates the use of Information sources by 
the PG & research students of IVRI. Information plays a vital role 
in the development of research. The primary, secondary and 
tertiary sources of information are all used by scientists and 
researchers. Now in this age of information technology, 
electronic information sources such as CD-ROM Databases, e-
journals etc are also used by the scholars of IVRI. In this study 
the investigator tries to find out as to what extent the services 
and facilities related to information sources provided by the 
National Library of Veterinary Sciences at IVRI are useful to its 
users. 
2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The present study focuses on the services related to the 
provision of information sources to the PG & research students 
of Indian Veterinary Research Institute by its library i.e. National 
Library of Veterinary Sciences(NLVS). NLVS was established in 
December 9, 1889 as on integral part of the Imperial 
Bacteriological library in Pune. In 1922 it was transferred to from 
Kurgaina, Bareilly to Izatnagar. At present the two libraries at 
Izatnagar and Mukteswar have two jointly earned the distinction 
of being the first National Library of Veterinary Sciences in the 
country. The study is important as there was practically no 
attempt made earlier in this direction. It will be useful to trace out 
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the utility, problems, merits and demerits of NLVS services 
related to the provision of information sources. 
In the present study the investigator had emphasize on the 
facilities/services related to the provision of Information sources 
by the NLVS and the attitude of the NLVS members towards its 
provision. An attempt has been made to sketch the user's 
satisfaction and most useful information sources of the PG & 
research students 
3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The main objectives of the present study are as follows: 
i) To find out whether the PG & research students of Indian 
Veterinary Research Institute are satisfied with the library 
services or not. 
ii) To know the most used information sources by PG & 
research students in Indian Veterinary Research Institute. 
iii) To know searching techniques of the PG & research 
students 
iv) To find the need of Electronic information sources 
V) To know about most popular E-journal's sites among the 
PG & research students of IVRI. 
vi) To know which CD-ROM databases are frequently used as 
a source of Information by the PG & research students 
vii) To know the most used search engines by research 
scholars. 
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vii) To know whether they preferred print sources or electronic 
sources. 
ix) To reveal whether the users give the weightage to the 
language or not 
x) To know at what stage of research, the researchers need 
information most. 
xi) To know about the most popular print source among the 
researchers to meet their research requirements. 
xii) To know the information gathering techniques of the PG & 
research students 
xiii) To know from where the information sources are collected 
by the PG & research students 
xiv) To know whether the sources of information available in the 
library are adequate to meet the information needs of the 
PG & research students. 
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4. HYPOTHESES 
i) Most of the PG & research students of IVRI preferred 
periodicals to meet their research requirements. 
li) Electronic Information sources are mainly used by PG & 
research students for their study/research purpose. 
iii) Most of the PG & research students find databases are 
useful sources for their research work. 
iv) Most of the PG & research students of IVRI find that 
Information access through E-journals is most helpful for 
their research work. 
v) Most of the PG & research students are satisfied with the 
CD_ROM services provided by the library 
vi) Printed information sources are preferred more than that 
electronic Information sources. 
5. METHODOLOGY: 
Methodology has its own importance in scientific 
investigation, because objectivity in any research investigation 
can't be obtained unless it is carried out in a very systematic and 
planned manner. The categorization of the proposed 
investigation into a certain type of research/survey, a 
corresponding method or methods designed for it and 
appropriate techniques for collecting and analyzing data are 
together known as methodology. 
There are several techniques for collecting data such as : 
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(i) observation method, 
(ii) interview method, 
(iii) questionnaire method, 
(iv) schedules, 
(v) diary method, 
(vi) other methods which include: 
(a)Using mechanical device, 
(b)Through project techniques, 
(c)Depth interviews, and 
(d)Content analysis etc. for this study the investigator 
used questionnaire and interview method for 
collecting necessary data. 
i) OBSERVATION METHOD: 
Observation is a well-established technique for collection of 
data. It is a method of acquiring knowledge about the world 
around us. Goode and Hatt^ state: "observation may take many 
forms and is at once the most primitive and the modern of 
research techniques". The observation method is normally 
employed in measuring, testing, characterizing human behaviour 
by the way of the investigators own observation, without 
interviewing the respondent. In this method the investigator 
observes in relation to what is currently happening and is not 
related to either past or future intentions of users. This is totally 
gained by experience himself/herself. 
' Goode, W.J. and Halt, P.K. (1952), Methods in Social Research, McGrawHill, New York 
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ii) INTERVIEW METHOD: 
Interview method, as a social survey tool is used by 
contemporary investigators. The interview method is more direct 
and has greater flexibility. According to "young"^ defines; 
Interview method is "a systematic method by which a person 
enters systematic method by which a person enters more or less 
imaginatively into the life of a comparative stranger." Goode and 
Hatt state "Perhaps the research problems as the Interviewer". 
This method is unique because the collection of data is through 
direct verbal interaction between individual. The investigator 
used personal interview method. In this method interviewer 
asked question generally in a face to face contact to the other 
persons or respondents. 
iii)SCHEDUIES METHOD: 
Under this method the enumerators are appointed and 
given training. They are provided with schedules containing 
relevant questions. These enumerators go to respondents with 
these schedules. Data are collected by filling up the schedules 
by enumerators on the basis of replies given by respondents. 
Accuracy depends upon the capability of enumerators in this 
method. Some occasional field checks on the work of the 
enumerators may ensure sincere work. 
lv)QUESTIONNAIRE METHOD: 
Questionnaire is a tool to collect data from diverse large 
and widely scattered population groups, Good and Hatt^ state: 
. Young, P.V. (1966), Scientific Social Surveys, 4* ed. Printice Hall, New Delhi. 
Goode, W.J. and Hatt, P.K. (1952), Methods in Social Research, McGrawHili, New York 
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"Questionnaire refers to a device for securing answers to 
questions by using a form which the respondent files himself". 
The important step in this method is to take care in the design of 
questions. This method consists of a careful translation of the 
objectives of survey into a set of questions, may ask for the 
opinion or factual information. The question are formed in such a 
ways that the relation of one question to another can be readily 
apparent to the respondent, question sequence must be clear 
and answer can be given by checking yes or no by selecting one 
of the possible answer provided in the questionnaire. 
6. Sample Population:- The present study is conducted on a 
sample of 30 PG students and PG & research students of IVRI, 
Izatnagar. The total number of 85 questionnaire distributed 
among the users. The total number of 32 filled questionnaire 
were returned back from the PG students PG & research 
students Due to incomplete response from the two respondents 
only 30 filled questionnaire were selected for the analysis of 
data. 
7. PILOT SURVEY: 
A study preceding the main study usually to check the 
viability of the study design is known as pilot study or survey. 
The pilot study ensures that the present questionnaire are 
relevant and meaning full to the average respondent and to 
decide which question were relevant for the purpose of the study, 
the investigator were distributed questionnaire among 10 users 
for the pilot study which was helpful in modifying the 
questionnaire suitably. 
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8. VARIABLES TAKEN: 
In order to collect and get the meaning full conclusion the 
following variables are analyzed In detail: 
> M.V.S.C 
> Ph.D. Scholars 
9. Data Collection procedure 
The investigator visited the IVRI, Izatnagar and approach 
the Academic Director, seeping permission to distribute the 
questionnaire to the users and collected back. 
10. Data Analysis methods 
The data collected through questionnaire are organized and 
tabulated by using statistical method, and percentage. 
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CHPATER-4 
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
This chapter deals with analysis and interpretation of data, 
which have been collected through questionnaire. The collected 
data are organized and tabulated by using simple statistical 
methods. 
A total of 85 questionnaires were distributed to the scholars 
of Indian Veterinary Research Institute who are 300 in number. 50 
questionnaires were distributed among the Ph.D. scholars and 35 
among the M.V.Sc. students, out of which only 21 filled 
questionnaire from Ph.D. scholars and 11 filled questionnaire from 
M.V.Sc. students were received back by investigator, because of 
incomplete response from the respondents, only 19 filled 
questionnaire from Ph.D. scholars and 11 filled questionnaire from 
M.V.Sc. students were selected for the analysis and interpretation 
of data. 
Table 0 
Population studied by course 
S.No. 
1 
2 
Designation 
M.V.Sc. 
PhD. 
Total 
No. 
11 
19 
30 
Percentage 
36.67 
63.33 
100.00 
Table 0 shows the category of respondent. The category 
taken for survey includes M.V.Sc. (11) and Ph.D. (19) respondents 
i.e. M.V.Sc. (36.36%) and Ph.D. (63.33%) i.e. 30(100%) 
This analysis contains 23 tables where the responses have 
been quantified and tabulated. The data has not been differentiated 
between PhD scholars and M.V.Sc. students, accept where they 
have been asked to rank the information sources. In all such cases 
the Ph. D scholars and M.V.Sc. students have been analyzed 
separately in deferent tables. 
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(Data Jinafysis and Interpretation 
Table 1(a) indicates the rank order of information sources 
required to meet the research needs of M.V.Sc. students among 
these periodicals, books, standards, Dissertation/theses, 
supervisors/ teachers / seniors and bibliographies are the more 
preferred sources. 7(63.63%) respondents gave first rank to the 
periodicals and 3(27.27%) respondents gave second rank followed 
by 1(09.09%) respondent who gave third rank to the periodicals. 
In case of books, 5 (45.45%) respondents gave first rank, 1 
(09.09%) respondent gave second rank, 2(18.18%) respondents 
gave third rank and 1(09.09%), 1 (09.09%) respondent each gave 
sixth and seventh rank to the books respectively. In the case of 
supervisors/teachers/seniors, 2 (18.18%) respondents gave first 
rank, 4 (36.3.6%) respondents gave second rank, 2(18.18%) 
respondents gave fourth rank and 1 (09.09%), 1 (09.09%) 
respondent each gave eighth and ninth rank respectively. 
In case of dissertation/ theses, 2 (18.18%) respondents gave 
first rank, 4 (36.36) gave second rank and 1 (09.09%)), 2(18.18%), 
1(09.09%), 1(09.09%) respondents each gave fourth, fifth, sixth 
and eighth rank respectively. 
In case of Bibliographies 4 (36.36%) M.V.Sc. respondents 
gave first rank and 1 (09.09%) respondent each gave third, 
seventh, eighth and ninth rank respectively. 
In the case of Informal sources, 4(36.36%) respondents gave 
second rank and 3 (27.27%) respondents gave third rank. Patents 
are the fourth preferred sources of the M.V.Sc. scholars. 4 
(36.36%) respondents gave fourth rank, 1 (09.09%) respondent 
each gave second third, fifth and ninth rank to the patents. 
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Table 1(b) indicates the rank order of information sources 
required to meet the research needs of Ph.D. scholars, among 
these periodicals, technical reports and supervisors/ teachers/ 
seniors are the preferred sources. 15 (78.95%) respondents gave 
first rank to periodicals. Second and third rank has given by 
1(5.26%), 1(5.26%) respondent each respectively and 2 (10.53%) 
respondents gave fifth rank to the periodicals. 
In case of technical reports, 1 (5.26%) respondent gave 
first rank, 3 (15.79%) respondents each gave second and fourth 
rank, 4(21.05%), 2 (10.53%), 1(5.26%) and 3 (15.79%) 
respondents gave fifth, seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth rank to the 
technical reports respectively. 
In case of supervisors/ teachers/seniors, 3 (15.79%) 
respondents gave first rank.3(15.79%), 4 (21.05%) respondents 
gave second and third rank respectively. 3 (15.79%), 2 (10.53%) 1 
(5.26%), 1 (5.26%) and 2 (10.53%) respondents gave fourth, fifth, 
sixth, eighth and tenth rank respectively to the supervisor/ teachers 
/ seniors. Similarly outside experts. Dissertation / theses, patents 
and standards are the second preferred sources with 5(26.32%), 
4(21.05%), 1 (5.26%), 1 (5.26%) respondents who gave second 
rank to each source respectively. 
Books are the third preferred choice of the Ph.D. scholars, 
maximum 5 (26.32%) respondents gave third rank to books, 1 
(5.26%) respondent gave second rank 1(5.26%), 2 (10.53%), 3 
(15.79%) respondents gave fourth, fifth, sixth rank respectively to 
the books. 
Besides that conference / seminar proceedings are also 
useful for the Ph.D. scholars with 3(15.79%), 2(10.53%), 
2(10.53%). 2 (10.53%) and 4(21.05%) respondents who gave 
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth rank respectively. 
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Table 3 
Use of Foreign Language journals other than English 
Weightage 
Foreign language other 
than English 
English language 
Total no, of respondent 
M.V.Sc. 
1 
10 
11 
Ph.D. 
-
19 
19 
Total 
response(%) 
1(3.33%) 
29(96.67%) 
30 
Table 3 depicts that scholars gave ample weightage to the 
language while using periodicals. 29(96.67%) respondents gave 
weightage to the English language periodicals. Only 1(9.09%)) 
respondent gave response to the use of foreign language 
journals/periodicals. 
Table 4 
Use of Electronic Information Source 
Response 
Yes 
No 
Total no. Of 
respondent 
M.V.Sc. 
11 
-
11 
Ph.D. 
19 
-
19 
Total 
response(%) 
30(100%) 
-
30 
Table 4 revealed the use of electronic information sources. It 
Is evident from the above table that all i.e. 30(100%) respondents 
use electronic sources of information. 
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Table 5 
Search Strategies of M.V.Sc. & research students 
Sources 
By author 
By subject 
By title 
Others 
Total No. of 
respondent 
Ph.D. 
2 
8 
9 
-
11 
M.V.Sc. 
5 
3 
3 
-
19 
Total 
response(%) 
7(23.33%) 
11(36.67%) 
12(40%) 
-
30 
(Table 5) In order to know the strategy for searching the 
documents within the library.The searching strategy has been 
classified into four categories as shown in the table. On the 
analysis, it is observed that 12(40%) respondents Search the 
document by title. 11 (36.67%) respondents search by subject and 
Author is searched by 7(23.33%) respondents. 
Table 6 
Use of OPAC 
Designation 
Yes 
NO 
Total No. of 
respondent 
M.V.Sc 
7 
4 
11 
Ph.D. 
15 
4 
19 
Total 
response(%) 
22 (73.33%) 
8(26.67%) 
30 
Table 6 indicates that 22 (73.33%) respondents use OPAC to 
search the documents and 8(26.67%) respondents do not use 
OPAC. 
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Table 7 (a) 
Non-Formal Information Sources used by (M.V.Sc.) 
Non-
Formal 
Sources 
Floppy 
disc 
Magnetic 
tape 
CD-ROM 
Hard disk 
Microform 
Microfiche 
1 
8 
(72.72%) 
4 
(36.36%) 
-
2 
7 
(63.64%) 
3 
(27.27%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
1 
(09.09%) 
-
Rank order 
3 
2 
18.18%) 
3 
(36.36%) . 
-
4 
3 
(27.27%) 
-
5 
1 
(09.09%) 
1 
(09.09%) 
-
6 
2 
(18.18%) 
No 
2 
(18.18%) 
8 
(72.72%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
9 
(81.82%) 
9 
(81.82%) 
Table 7(a) shows the rank order of non-formal 
information sources used by IVI.V.Sc. scholars. Among these CD-
ROM and Hard disc are the most preferred non-formal information 
source. 8(27.27%) respondents gave first rank to the CD-ROM and 
3 (27.27%) respondents gave second rank. In case of Hard disc 
4(36.64%) respondents gave first rank to the Hard disc 1(09.09%) 
respondent gave second rank, 3(27.27%) respondents gave third 
rank and 1(09.09%) respondent gave fifth rank to the Hard disc. 
Floppy disc is the second preferred choice of the M.V.Sc. 
scholars. 7 (63.67%) respondents gave second rank and 2(18.18%) 
respondents gave third rank to the floppy disc. 
Microform, Micrifische and magnetic tape are the least used 
sources as 9(81.82%) respondents have said they do not consijit 
them 
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Table 7 (b) 
Non-Formal Information Sources used by PhD 
Non-
Formal 
Sources 
Floppy disc 
CD-ROM 
Magnetic 
tape 
Hard disk 
Microform 
Microfiche 
1 
18 
(94.72%) 
1 
(05.26%) 
2 
13 
(68.42%) 
1 
(5.26%) 
3 
(15.79%) 
1 
(05.26%) 
3 
2 
(10.5%) 
3 
(15.79%) 
10 
(52.63%) 
Rank order 
4 
3 
(15.79%) 
1 
(05.26%) 
3 
(15.79%) 
5 
5 
(26.32%) 
6 
3 
(15.79%) 
2 
(10.53%) 
1 
(05.26%) 
No 
1 
(5 26%) 
13 
(68.42%) 
4 
(21.05%) 
13 
(68.42%) 
13 
(68.42%) 
Table 7(b) indicates the rank order of non-formal information 
sources used by Ph.D. scholars. It is clear from the table that 
among these CD-ROM are the first preferred source. 18(94.74) 
respondents gave first rank to the CD ROM and 1 (5.26%) 
respondent gave second rank to the CD-ROM. In case of floppy 
disc, 13 (68.42%) respondents gave second rank, 2 (10.53%) 
respondents gave third rank and 6(31.58%) respondents gave sixth 
rank to floppy discs. While in the case of Hard disc 1(5.26%) 
respondent gave first rank .3(15.79%), 10 (52.63%) and 1(5.26%) 
respondents gave second, third and fourth rank respectively to the 
Hard Disc. 
It was also apparent that microforms and micrifische and 
magnetic tapes are no longer in use as 13(68.42%) respondents 
have said they do not consult them. 
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Table 8 (a) 
Information Sources for Websites consulted by M.V.Sc. 
Sources 
Internet 
Journals / 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
Friends / 
Seniors 
Supervisor/ 
Teacher 
Rank order 
1 
9 
(81.81%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
2 
1 
(9.09%) 
7 
(63.64%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
3 
1 
(9.09%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
4 
(36.36%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
4 
1 
(9.09%) 
3 
(27.27%) 
3 
(27.27%) 
5 
1 
(9.09%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
No 
6 
(54.55%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
3 
(27.27%) 
Table 8(a) Rank order of the Information sources for 
websites. It is evident from the table that internet and friends / 
seniors are the more preferred sources to obtain information for 
websites.9 (81.82%) scholars gave first rank to internet. 1(09.09%), 
1(09.09%) respondent each gave second and third rank to the 
internet. 
In case of friends / seniors, 2 (18.18%) respondents gave first 
rank. 4(36.36%), 3(27.27%) respondents gave third and fourth rank 
respectively to the friends/ seniors. 
In case of Journals/magazines and supervisors / Teachers / 
seniors only 1 (09.09%) respondent gave first rank to journals / 
magazines and supervisors/teachers. 7(63.63%) scholars gave 
second rank to journals / magazines, 2(18.18%) respondent gave 
third rank to it. 2 (18.18%), 1(09.09%), 3 (27.27%), 1 (09.09%) 
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respondent gave second, third, fourth and fifth rank respectively to 
the supervisors/teachers 
Newspapers are least consulted to get information for 
websites. 6(54.55%) respondents do not consult it. 
Table 8 (b) 
Information Sources for Websites consulted by PhD. 
Sources 
Internet 
Journals / 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
Friends / 
Seniors 
Supervisor / 
Teacher 
Rank order 
1 
19 
(100%) 
~ 
-
~ 
" 
2 
-
9 
(47.37%) 
5 
(26.32%) 
3 
(15.79%) 
2 
(10.53%) 
3 
-
4 
(21.05%) 
1 
(5.26%) 
9 
(47.37%) 
5 
(26.32%) 
4 
-
1 
(5.26%) 
4 
(21.05%) 
5 
(26.32%) 
6 
(31.58%) 
5 
-
5 
(26.32%) 
1 
(5.26%) 
1 
(5.26%) 
3 
(15.79%) 
No 
-
' ~ 
8 
(42.10%) 
1 
(5.26%) 
3 
(15.79%) 
Table 8(b) clearly indicates the rank order of the information 
sources used by Ph.D, scholars for websites. It is evident from the 
table that internet is the most preferred source of information for 
websites. 19(100%) respondents gave first rank to the internet, 
journals / magazines are the second preferred sources to get 
information for websites. 9(47.37%) respondents gave second rank 
to journals / magazines. 4(21.05%), 1(5.26%) and 5(26.32%) gave 
third, fourth and fifth rank respectively. 
Next preferred sources are newspapers.5 (26.32%) 
respondents gave second rank to the newspapers.1 (5.26%), 4 
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(21.05%) and1 (5.26%) respondents gave third, fourth& fifth rank 
respectively. 
In case of friends/seniors, 9(47.37%) respondents gave third 
rank and 3(15.79%), 5(26.32%) andl (5.26%) respondents gave 
second, fourth and fifth rank respectively 
In case of supervisors / teachers, 2(10.53%) 
respondents gave second rank 5(26.32%) respondents gave third 
rank. 6(31.58%) and 3(15.79%) respondents gave fourth and fifth 
rank respectively. 
Table 9(a) 
Sources to access E-journals used by M.V.Sc. 
Sources 
Publisher's 
websites 
Through 
search engines 
Link of E-
databases 
Rank order 
1 
-
7 
(63.64%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
2 
5 
(45.45%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
4 
(36.36%) 
3 
5 
(45.45%) 
3 
(27.27%) 
3 
(27.27%) 
No 
-
-
2 
(18.18%) 
Table 9(a) depicts the rank order of the sources to access e-
journals used by M.V.Sc. scholars. It shows that search engines 
and links of e-databases are the preferred source to access e-
journals followed by publisher's websites. 7(63.64%) respondents 
gave first rank to the search engines. 1(09.09%) and 3(27.27%) 
respondents gave second and third rank respectively to search 
engines. In case of links of e-databases 2(18.18%) respondents 
gave first rank. 4(36.36%), 3(27.27%) respondents gave second 
and third rank respectively, publisher's websites have given second 
rank by 5(45.45%) respondents .5(45.45%) respondents gave third 
rank. 
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Table 9(b) 
Sources to access E-journals used by Ph.D. 
Sources 
Publisher's 
websites 
Through search 
engines 
Link of E-
databases 
Rank order 
1 
2 
(10.53%) 
16 
(84.21%) 
2 
2 
(10.53%) 
12 
(63.16%) 
3 
12 
(63.16%) 
1 
(5.26%) 
No 
3 
(15.79%) 
7 
(36.84%) 
2 
(10.53%) 
Table 9(b) reveals the rank order of sources to access e-
journals used by Ph.D. scholars. It is evident from the given data 
that links of e-databases is the most preferred source .16(84.21%) 
respondents gave first rank to it. Search engines are second 
preferred sources to access e-journals with12 (63.16%) 
respondents while publisher's websites has given first, second and 
third rank by 2(10.53%), 2(10.53%) and 12(63.16%) respondents 
respectively who do not consult them. 
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Table-10(a) 
E-journal sites consulted by M.V.Sc. 
Journal sites 
J-Gateinform 
India.CO.in 
Sciencedirect.com 
Emeraldinsight.com 
Elsevier.com 
Rank order 
1 
1 
(9.09%) 
8 
(72.73%) 
5 
(45.45%) 
2 
2 
(18.18%) 
3 
(27.27%) 
3 
1 
(9.09%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
4 
2 
(18.18%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
No • 
7 
(63.64%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
7 
(63.64%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
Table 10(a) indicates the rank order of E-journals sites used by 
M.V.Sc. scholars. It is observed that sciencedirect.com and Elsevier.com 
are the most preferred e-journal sites. 8(72.73%) respondents gave 
first rank and 2 (18.18%) respondents gave second rank to the 
sciencedirect.com. 
In case of Elsevier.com, 5 (45.45%) respondents gave first 
rank. 3(27.27%) respondents gave second rank and 1(09.09%) 
respondent gave fourth rank to the Elsevier.com 
J-gateinformindia.co.in & emeraldinsight.com are among least 
consulted with 7(63.64%) respondents. 
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Table 10(b) 
E-Journal sites consulted by Ph.D. 
Journal sites 
J-gateinformation 
Sciencedirect.com 
Emeraldinsight.com 
Elsevier.com 
Rank order 
1 
-
19 
(100%) 
-
19 
(100%) 
2 
1 
(5.26%) 
-
-
-
3 
-
-
3 
(15.79%) 
-
4 
2 
(10.53%) 
-
-
-
No. 
16 • 
(84.21%) 
-
16 
(84.21%) 
-
Table 10(b) indicates the rank order of e-journal sites used by 
Ph.D. scholars to access e-journals. It is evident from the table that 
sciencedirect.com and Elsevier.com are the most preferred e-
journal sites. All i.e. 19(100%) respondents gave first rank to 
sciencedirect.com and Elsevier.com 
Jgateinformindia.co.in & emeraldinsight.com are no longer 
in use as 16(84.21%) respondents have said they do not consult 
them. 
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Table 11 
E-journal contents include in research work 
Access 
Less than 20% 
20% - 50% 
More than 50% 
Others 
Total No. of respondent 
M.V.Sc. 
2 
3 
6 
~ 
11 
Ph.D. 
1 
10 
8 
-
19 
Total 
response(%) 
3 
(10%) 
13 
(43.33%) 
14 
(46.67%) 
-
30 
Table 11 shows e-journal contents included in research work. 
14 (46.67%) respondents find 'more than 50% e- journal content 
included in research work. This is followed by 13 (43.33%) 
respondents who gave response to '20%-50%' of the work while 
3(10%) of respondents find 'less than 20%' of e-journal contents 
included in research work. 
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Table 12 
Information Access through E-journal 
Access 
Most helpful 
Helpful 
Not helpful 
Total no. of respondent 
M.V.Sc. 
9 
2 
-
11 
Ph.D. 
15 
4 
-
19 
Total response 
(%) 
24 
(80%) 
6 
(20%) 
-
30 
Table12. It is evident from the table that 25 (83.33%) 
respondents find information access to e-journal 'most helpful' and 
6 (20%) respondents find it 'Helpful'. 
Table 13(a) 
Regular use of CD-ROM Database 
Regular use 
Yes 
No 
Total No. of 
respondents 
M.V.Sc. 
6 
5 
11 
Ph.D. 
10 
9 
19 
Total response (%) 
60 
(53.33) 
14 
(46.67) 
30 
It is evident from the table13(a) that 16 (53.33%) respondents 
use CD-ROM databases regularly while 14 (46.67%) do not agree 
on regular use. 
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Table 13(b) 
Database Used by M.V.Sc. & Ph.D students 
Databases 
Medline 
Agris 
Pubmed 
Veterinary 
Total No. of 
respondent 
M.V.Sc 
-
5 
3 
3 
11 
Ph.D. 
-
7 
8 
4 
19 
Total 
response(%) 
-
12 
(40%) 
11 
(36.67%) 
7 
(23.33%) 
30 
Table 13(b) shows the databases used by the scholars. It is 
evident fronn the data given in the above table that 12 (40%) 
respondents mostly use Agris database followed by PubMed with 
11(36.67%) respondents. Veterinary is the least used database 
with 7(23.33%) respondents who do not consult it. Medline is not 
used by research scholars 
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Table 14 
Access to Printed Journal 
Access 
Personal copy through 
subscription 
Through membership 
Institute library 
Any other 
Total No. of respondent 
M.V.Sc. 
-
11 
-
11 
Ph.D. 
-
19 
-
19 
Total 
response(%) 
-
30 
(100%)' 
-
30 
Table 14 reveals that all i.e. 30 (100%) of research 
scholars access to printed journals through institute library. None of 
them gave response to any other mode of access. 
Table 15 
Databases are more useful than any other source 
Response 
Yes 
No 
Total 
M.V.Sc. 
9/11 (81.82) 
2/11 (18.18) 
11 
Ph.D. 
17/19 (89.47) 
2/19 (10.53) 
19 
Total 
response(%) 
26(86.67%) 
4(13.33%) 
30 
Table 15 depicts the usefulness of databases. Nearly 
26(86.67%) respondents find Databases more useful whereas 4 
(13.33%) respondents did not agree. 
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Table 16 
Sources preferred by the M.V.Sc. & Research students 
Sources 
Print 
Electronic 
Total No. of 
respondent 
M.V.Sc. 
8 
3 
11 
% 
72.73% 
27.27% 
Ph.D. 
7 
12 
19 
% 
36.84% 
63.16% 
Table 16 indicates that out of 11 M.V.Sc. scholars, 8(72.73%) 
preferred print sources and only 3(27.27%) respondents gave their 
response to electronic sources of information. 
On the contrary out of 19 Ph.D. scholars, 12(63.16%) 
preferred electronic sources of information and 7 (36.84%) 
respondents gave their preference Xo print sources. But total 
preference is 50-50 percent. 
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Name of 
search 
engines 
Black well 
synergy 
Google.com 
Yahoo.com 
Others 
Search 
Table 17(a) 
engines used by M.V.Sc. 
Rank order 
1 
1 
(9.09%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
9 
(81.82%) 
2 
2 
(18.18%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
2 
(18.18%) 
1 
(9.09%) 
3 
1 
(9.09%) 
4 
2 
(18.18%) 
No 
8 
(72.73%) 
8 
(72.73%) 
7 
(363.64%) 
Table 17(a) shows the rank order of the search engine used by 
M.V.Sc. students. It is seen from the data given that yahoo.com is 
the most preferred search engine by M.V.Sc. scholars. 9(81.82%) 
respondents gave first rank to yahoo.com and 2(18.18%) 
respondents gave second rank. 
Blackwell Synergy and Google.com are no longer in use 
as 8(72.73%) respondents have not used them. 
Table 17 (b) 
Search Engines used by Ph.D. 
Name of 
search 
engines 
Blackwell 
synergy 
Google.com 
Yahoo.com 
Others 
Rank order 
1 
-
19 
(100%) 
-
-
2 
7 
(36.84%) 
-
-
-
3 
-
-
3 
(15.79%) 
-
4 
-
-
1 
(5.26%) 
-
No rank 
12 
(63.16%) 
-
15 
(78.94%) 
-
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Table 17(b) depicts the rank order of search engines used by 
Ph.D. scholars. Among these google.com is most preferred search 
engine. All i.e. 19(100%) scholars gave first rank to google.com 
Yahoo and Blackwell synergy has not been used by 
researchers. 15 (78.94%) and 12(63.16%) respondents respectively 
gave no response to both search engines . 
Table 18 
Display of current periodicals 
Display 
Yes 
No 
Total No. of respondent 
M.V.Sc. 
11 
-
11 
Ph.D. 
19 
-
19 
Total 
response 
30 
(100%) 
-
30 
Table 18 indicates the regular display of current periodicals 
by the NLVS. 30(100%) respondents say yes. This means that the 
users satisfied v\/ith the service. 
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Table 19 
Information required most at the following stage 
Stage 
Selection of 
problems 
To choose design 
for data collection 
To select the data 
gathering 
techniques 
To select the data 
analysis techniques 
To interpret 
collected data 
To write the 
research report 
MVSC 
11/11 
(100%) 
02/11 
(18.18%) 
04/11 
(36.36%) 
02/11 
(18.18%) 
05/11 
(45.45%) 
02/11 
(18.18%) 
Ph.D. 
13/19 
(68.42%) 
08/19 
(42.11%) 
09/19 
(47.37%) 
07/19 
(36.84%) 
11/19 
(57.89%) 
04/19 
(21.05%) 
of research 
Total 
response(%) 
24 
(80%) 
10 
(33.33%) 
13 
(43.33%) 
9 
(53.33%) 
16 
(53.33%) 
6 
(20%) 
From Table 19 it can be seen that the most important problem 
faced by the scholars is to select the problem/definition of the 
problem. 24 (80%) need information for selection of problem 
followed by 16(53.33%) respondents who require information to 
interpret the collected data, next important problem is, 'To select 
the data gathering techniques' with 13 (43.33%) respondents, 10 
(33.33%), 9(30%) and 6(20%) respondents respectively gave their 
responses to To chose design for data collection', To select data 
analysis techniques' and 'To write the research report'. 
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Table 20 
Information providers for above problems 
Sources 
Periodicals 
Reprints 
Conference/Seminar 
Proceedings 
Supervisors/teachers 
and others seniors 
Books 
Experts outside the 
Institute 
Technical Report 
MVSC 
11/11 
(100%) 
2/11 
(18.18%) 
3/11 
(27.27%) 
7/11 
(63.64%) 
4/11 
(36.36%) 
2/11 
(18.18%) 
4/11 
(36.36%) 
Ph.D. 
19/19 
(100%) 
07/19 
(36.84%) 
08/19 
(42.11%) 
08/19 
(42.11%) 
05/19 
(26.34%) 
04/19 
(21.05%) 
08/19 
(42.11%) 
Total 
response(%) 
30 
(100%) 
9 
(30%) 
11 
(36.67%) 
15 
(50%) 
9 
(30%) 
6 
(20%) . 
12 
(40%) 
Table 20 shows the role of information providers for different 
kind of problems. It can be noted from the data that for 30(100%) 
respondents periodicals are the most important sources of 
information for all kinds of problems. This is followed by 
supervisors/teachers and other seniors, 15(50%) respondents 
consulting them. 12 (40%) respondents also used technical reports 
to solve their problems. Books reprints outside experts are the least 
preferred sources with 9(30%),9(30%)and 6(20%) respondents 
respectively. 
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Table 21 
Impressive facilities of N.L.V.S 
Facilities 
Library collection 
Arrangement of 
material 
Computerized 
circulation 
OP AC 
CD-ROM 
MVSC 
09/11 
(81.81%) 
03/11 
(27.27%) 
02/11 
(18.18%) 
03/11 
(27.27%) 
06/11 
(54.55%) 
Ph.D. 
09/19 
(47.37%) 
06/19 
(31.58%) 
09/19 
(47.37%) 
04/19 
(21.05%) 
15/19 
(78.95%) 
Total 
response(%) 
18 
(60%) 
9 
(30%) 
11 
(36.67%) 
7 
(23.33%) 
21 
(70%) 
Table 21 reveals the impressive facilities of NLVS from the 
users point of view. 21 (70%) respondents find CD-ROM most 
impressive facility, followed by library collection with 18 (60%) 
respondents. Next impressive facility is computerized circulation 
with 11 (36.67%) respondents. 9(30%) and 7 (23.23%) respondents 
find 'Arrangement of materials and 'OPAC to be so respectively. 
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Table 22 
Satisfactory Services of N.L.V.S 
Name of service 
Landing service 
Reference and 
Information Service 
Bibiiograpliic 
Service 
Internet 
CD-ROM 
Electronic mail 
Educational 
Information and 
Consulting 
MVSC 
9/11 
(81.81%) 
9/11 
(81.81%) 
6/11 
(54.55%) 
7/11 
(63.64%) 
8/11 
(72.72%) 
6/11 
(54.55%) 
4/11 
(36.36%) 
Ph.D. 
17/19 
(89.47%) 
13/19 
(68.42%) 
13/19 
(68.42%) 
15/19 
(78.95%) 
16/19 
(84.21%) 
10/19 
(52.63%) 
05/19 
(26.32%) 
Total 
response(7o) 
26 
(86.67%) 
22 
(73.33%) 
19 
(63.33%) 
22 
(73.33%) 
23 
(76.67%)' 
16 
(53.33%) 
9(30%) 
Table 22 indicates the satisfactory services provided by 
NLVS. It is seen from the data that Lending service is the most 
satisfactory service with 26 (86.67%) respondents. 24 (80%) 
respondents find CD-ROM database as satisfactory service. 23 
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(76.67%) and 22 (73.33%) respondents agreed on internet as well 
as reference services respectively. 
Besides that 19 (63.33%), 16(53.33%) and 9 (30%) 
respondents find bibliographic services, email and educational 
information and consulting services to be so respectively. 
Table 23 
Behavior of Library Staff 
Behaviour 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Average 
Total No. of respondent 
M.V.Sc. 
3 
6 
-
2 
11 
Ph.D. 
2 
16 
-
1 
19 
Total 
response 
(%) 
5 
(16.67%) 
22 
(73.33%) 
-
3 
(30%) 
30 
Users opinion in Table 23 clearly indicate that 22 (73.33%) 
rate the behavior of library staff as good. 5 (16.67%) of them feel it 
excellent and 3(10%) of the scholars rate it average. 
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CHAPTER-5 
CONCLUSIONS, FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS 
CONCLUSION 
This study sought to examine the sources of information used 
by PG and research students at IVRI, Izatnagar by taking samples 
from various levels such as M.V.S.c and Ph.D. scholars to get an 
overview of their Information requirements. 
Most of the objectives are met within the results. Need for 
information sources to researcher is likely to differ from one 
discipline to another and among levels of students such as M.V.Sc. 
& Ph.D. scholars. However the library and information system has 
the primary responsibility to reach a minimum level of requirements 
so as to be capable of handling the complex information needs and 
demand. Overall it is a strongly established fact that library and 
information system is the life blood of any institute, as it is to be 
strengthened for information provision and to create important 
avenues of information circulation with the institute and to the 
outside world. 
FINDINGS 
(1) Table 1(a) and 1(b) show that most of the research 
scholars gave first priority to periodicals. They find 
periodicals as a tool/source to remain up-to-date and 
abreast with the latest information and developments that 
takes place in their area of research. 
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(2) It has been observed from the analysis of table-3 that 
96.67% research scholars gave weightage to the English 
language periodicals. This is because NLVS subscribes 
English language periodicals. 
(3) Table-4 reveals that all i.e. 100% research scholars use 
electronic information sources. Electronic sources can be 
accessible to the users anywhere and anytime. 
(4) Table-5 shows the searching techniques of researchers. 
It reveals that 40% scholars search the document by title, 
36.67% search by subject and Author is searched by 
23.33% researchers. 
(5) A good number of researchers i.e.73.33% use OPAL 
(Table 6) OPAC i.e. Online Public Access Catalogue is a 
better option to researchers, it saves time and makes the 
search easier. 
(6) Table 7(a) and 7(b) clearly indicate that 72.73% M.V.Sc. 
and 94.74% Ph.D. scholars gave priority to CD-ROM as a 
non-formal information source. NLVS provides large 
number of CD-ROM databases to the researchers. 
(7) It is found from table 8(a) and 8(b) that 81.81% M.V.Sc. 
and 100% Ph.D. scholars preferred Internet to get 
information from web sites 
(8) The analysis of data from 9(a) and 9(b) clearly indicates 
thar 63.64% M.V.Sc. students gave priority to search 
engines to get information about e-journals whereas 
84.21% Ph.D. scholars prefer links of e-databases to 
acquire information about e-journals. 
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(9) Majority of the researchers i.e. 72.73% M.V.Sc. and 
100% Ph.D. scholars gave priority to Science direct, com, 
as Science direct.com is a direct link to various full text 
e-journals which are useful in their field of research.[ 
Table 10 (a) and 10(b)] 
(10) The analysis reveals that 46.47% research scholars 
include more than 50% e-journal contents in their work 
(Table 11) 
(11) It is clearly indicates in Table 12 that 83.33% research 
scholars said information access through e-journals is 
most helpful that's why most of the research scholars 
include more than 50% e-journal contents in their 
research work. 
(12) Table 13(a) and 13(b) shows that research scholars 
regularly use CD-ROM databases. They use various 
databases such as Agris, Pubmed Veterinary etc. as per 
their research work. 
(13) It is evident from table 14 that 100% research scholars 
access printed journals through institute library. NLVS 
provides them all the required journals which are useful 
in their area of research. 
(14) The analysis reveals that 86.67% research scholars find 
databases as useful source of information. NLVS provide 
the facility to access large number of databases such as 
Agris, PubMed, Medline, Veterinary etc. 
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(15) Table 16 highlights that a large number of M.V.Sc. i.e 
72.73% students prefer print journals, on the contrary 
63.64% Ph.D.. Scholars gave priority to the electronic 
journals. 
(16) Table 17 (a) and 17(b) shows that M.V.Sc. students 
yahoo.com the other hand 100% Ph.D. Scholars gave 
priority to Google.com to search information. 
(17) It is found from table-18 that 100% research scholars are 
satisfied with the display of current periodicals by NLVS 
(18) Table 19 shows that 80% research scholars required 
information for the selection of problem/definition of 
problem. As selection of problem is the first step of 
research and it should be done cautiously. 
(19) 100% research scholars agreed that periodicals are the 
important source of information for all kinds of problem 
(Table 20) due to regular publications, periodicals contain 
latest articles and information about latest developments 
in their respected field. 
(20) Majority of researchers i.e. 70% more impressed by CD-
ROM database facility of NLVS (Table 21) 
(21) It is evident from table 22 that 86.67% research scholars 
are satisfied with the lending service to the researchers 
of NLVS 
(22) Majority of the research scholars i.e. 73.33% rate the 
behaviour of library staff as good. Library staff of NLVS 
tries their best to serve the purposes of their users. 
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SUGGESTIONS 
1) There is a need for immediate and appropriate siielving of 
books, directional signs and guides which instruct the 
students to locate needed library reading materials. 
2) The authority should provide more financial support to 
acquire multiple copies of books as well as procure latest 
books and other reading materials. 
3) More financial support must be provided to the library for 
acquiring more number of reference books, Audio-video 
materials etc. 
4) More number of journals must be subscribed for the 
benefit of the research scholars 
5) The left out issues should be got photocopied from 
somewhere else. 
6) Discontinuity in subscriptions should be avoided 
7) The library system should be streamlined by proper order 
of the periodicals/books/internet systems. 
8) Databases should be fully completed. 
9) Library should subscribe online access to famous 
International groups such as Nature, Blackwell group. 
Springer link etc. 
10) More Internet facilities should be provided. The library 
should provide printers to directly take printouts from the 
internet. 
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11) Timings of the library should be increased 
12) The authority should have regular checkup of Xerox 
machine for continuous use. Replace old machines with 
new fully functional machines. 
13) Maintenance of books/journals and other materials at right 
location should be top priority of the library. 
TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis-I 
Most of the PG & research students of IVRI prefer periodicals 
to meet their research requirements. 
It is clear from the survey that majority of the research 
scholars in IVRI preferred periodicals to meet their research 
requirements. Table 1(a) and 1(b) 
So this hypotheses is proved true 
Hypothesis-ll 
Electronic information sources are mainly used by PG & 
research students for their study/research purpose. 
It is clear from the result of the survey that almost all 
research scholars used electronic information sources for their 
study / research purpose. (Table 4) 
So this hypotheses is proved true 
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Hypothesis-Ill 
Most of the PG & research students find databases more 
useful sources for their research work. 
It is clear that 86.67% of the research scholars find 
databases more useful sources for their research work (Table-15). 
So this hypothesis is proved true. 
Hypothesis-IV 
Most of the PG & research students of IVRI find that 
miormaWon access through e-'iowcnals is most helpful for their 
research work 
It is clear from the result that 80% of research scholars find 
that information access through e-journals is most helpful for their 
research work (Table-12) 
So this hypothesis is proved true. 
Hypothesis-V 
Most of the PG & research students are satisfied with the CD-
ROM services provided by the library. 
It is clear that 76.67% of research scholars are satisfied with 
the CD-ROM services provided by the library (Table 22) 
So this hypothesis is proved true. 
Hypothesis-VI 
Printed information sources are preferred more than that 
electronic information sources. 
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Table-16 depicts that preference given to both printed and 
electronic information sources is 50-50 percent. 
So this hypotheses is neither proved true nor null .If we take 
the results separately, it is proved true for PhD/research students 
but null for M.V.Sc. students. 
Recommend actions for further research 
Based on the findings of the present study the following 
suggestions are made for further research. 
1. Similar study can be conducted for faculty members 
in IVRI, Izatnagar. 
2. A study can also be conducted to find out the 
sources of information used in different institutes in 
the country. 
3. A comparative study can be conducted between 
different institutes. 
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List of Periodicals consulted by scholars 
1. Nature 
2. Journal of Animal Science 
3. Indian Journal of Animal Science 
4. Vaccine 
5. Veterinary Microbiology 
6. Indian Drugs 
7. Journal of Dairy Science 
8. Journal Biochemistry 
9. Indian of Veterinary Journal 
10. Animal Biotechnology 
11. Journal of Immunological Methods 
12. Microbiology 
13. science 
14. toxicology 
15. Australian Journal of Veterinary Science 
16. Animal Reproduction Science 
17. Avian Disease 
18. International Journal of parapsychology 
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19. Indian Journal of Animal Reproduction 
20. Infection and Immunity 
21 . immunology Today 
22. Journal of food science and technology 
23. Journal of Endocrinology 
24. Journal of Immunology 
25. Journal of Biotechnology 
26. Microbiology and Immunology 
27. Nature Biotechnology 
28. Nuclear Acid Research 
29. Parasitology 
30. The riogenology 
31. Virology 
32. World Family Science Journal 
33. Avian Pathology 
34. American Journal of Veterinary research 
35. British, Veterinary Journal 
36. Biological Reproduction 
37. cancer Research 
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38. Canadian Journal of Animal Science 
39. Domestic Animal Endocrinology 
40. Indian Journal of Poultry Science 
41 . Journal of Veterinary pathology 
42. Journal of Clinical Bacteriology 
43. Journal of Clinical Molecular Biology 
44. Poultry Science 
45. Phy Biological Reviews 
46. Research in Veterinary Science 
47. Toxicology Applied Pharmacology 
48. Veterinary parasitology 
49. Veterinary Immunology and Immune Pathology 
50. Veterinary Records 
51. Veteinary Extension 
52. Animal Parapsyctology 
53. Animal Biochemistry 
54. An esthobiology 
55. Avian Biology and Poultry Reviews 
56. Annual Journal of Veterinary Epidemiology 
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57. Annual Review of Microbiology 
58. Archive of virology 
59. Animal Genetics 
60. Animal Reproduction Science 
61 . British Journal of Poultry Science 
62. Cellular Immunology 
63. Communication Journal 
64. Epdemiology and Infection 
65. Endocrinology 
66. Genetics 
67. Immunological Reviews 
68. Indian Journal of Veterinary Research 
69. Indian Journal of Extension Education 
70. Indian Journal Dairy Research 
71. Microbiology 
72. Immune Chemistry 
73. Infected Immunology 
74. Journal of Animal Genetics 
75. Journal of Parasitology 
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76. Journal of Veterinary Sciences 
77. Journal general virology 
78. Journal Microbiology 
79. Pharmacological Reviews 
80. Journal of American veterinary Medicine Association 
81. Preventive Veterinary Medicine 
82. Poultry Planner 
83. Poultry International 
84. Reproduction 
85. Veterinary Research 
86. Vete4rinary Physiology 
Q7. Veterinary Surgery 
88. World Poultry Science Journal 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
DEPARTMETN OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCINECE 
ALIGARH MSULIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH 
Dear friends, 
I am conducting a Survey on "sources of information used by PG and 
research students at IVRI Institute" for my M.L.I.Sc. dissertation work under the 
supervision of Mr. S. Mustafa Zaidi, Chairman, Department of Library and 
Information Science, AMU, Aligarh. 
I would like to request you to fill up the questionnaire and give your valuable 
suggestion in the space provided. 
I shall be highly thankful to you 
Yours sincerely 
(Shazia Khan) 
Questionnaire for users 
Personal Details: 
Name: 
Designation: 
(a) M.V.S.C 
(b) Ph.D. Scholar: 
(c) Others specify: 
Topic of your research 
Please fill in the following information/put a tick mark 
1. Please rank the different types of information sources required to meet your 
research needs (please indicate your preference by numbers (1,23,4) 
(a) Periodicals /Journals 
(b) Technical reports 
(c) Conference / Seminar proceedings 
(d) patents 
(e) Standards 
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(f) Dissertation/theses 
(g) Books 
(h) Informal Sources (Discussion with colleagues, 
Internal seminars etc) 
(i) Formal Sources (Attending seminars, Conferences, Workshops etc)( 
(j) Supervisors, Teachers and other Seniors 
(k) Experts outside the institute 
(I) Bibliographies 
(m) others 
If others please specify 
2. Do you use print periodicals if yes please give the title of at least two periodicals 
(a) (b) 
3. Do you make use of foreign periodicals in language other than English? 
Yes / No 
If yes specify language 
4. Do you use electronic information sources available in your library? 
Yes/No 
5. What is your strategy for search in the electronic sources? 
(a) by author ( ) (b) by subject ( ) 
(c) by title ( ) (d) any other ( ) 
(specify) 
6. Have you ever made use of online public access catalogue (OPAC) 
Yes / No 
(i) If yes, have you faced any difficulty in using it Yes/No 
(ii) If yes how do you overcome it 
(a) Take the help of library staff 
(b) Take the help of friend 
(c) Do not try 
7. Which non-formal information sources do you use ? Please rank (1,2,3..) 
(a) Floppy disk ( ) (b) magnetic tap ( ) 
(c) CD-ROM ( ) (d) Hard disk ( ) 
(e) Microform ( ) (f) microfiche ( ) 
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8. From which sources do you get information about websites? 
(a) Internet ( ) (b) Journals/Magazines ( 
(c) Newspaper ( ) (d) Friends/seniors ( 
(e) Supervisor/teacher ( ) 
9. How do you usually locate and access e-journals 
(a) Publishers websites ( ) (b) Link of e-databases ( 
10. E-Journals sites consulted in your discipline 
(a) J-gate.informindia.co.in ( ) (b) Emeraldinsight.com ( 
(c) Sciencedirect.com ( ) (d) Elsevier.com ( 
11. What percentage of e-journals contents do you include in your research 
works 
(a) Less than 20% ( ) (b) 20%-50% ( 
(c) More than 50% ( ) (d) Others ( 
12. Name at least 4 full text e-journals that you use 
(a) ( ) (b) ( 
(c) ( ) (d) ( • 
13. How do you feel about information access through e-journals in relation to 
your research work 
(a) Most helpful ( ) (b) Helpful ( 
(c) Not helpful ( ) (d) Others ( 
14. Do you use CD-ROM Databases regularly? Yes/No 
(i) If yes, please mention 
(a) Medline ( ) (b) Agris ( 
(c) Pubmed ( ) (d) Veterinary ( 
(e) Others (specify) 
15. How do you get access to the printed journals? 
(a) Personal copy through subscription ( 
(b) Personal copy through membership ( 
(c) Institute Library ( ) (d) Any others ( 
If any, please specify 
16. Do you think databases are more useful than any other sources in your 
field? Yes/No 
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17. Which of the sources are preferred by you 
(a) Print sources ( ) (b) Electronic sources ( ) 
18. Which search engine is frequently used by you? Please rank 
(a) Blackwell synergy.com ( ) (b) Google.com 
(c) Yahoo.com ( ) (d) Others 
19. At what stage of your research in your opinion do you require informa 
most? 
(a) Selection of problem 
(b) To choose design for data collection 
(c) To select the data gathering techniques 
(d) To select data analyses technique 
(e) To interpret collected data 
(f) To write the research report 
(g) Others 
Please specify 
20. From where do you obtain information about above problems? 
(a) Periodicals/Journals 
(b) Reprints 
(c) Conference/Seminar proceedings 
(d) Technical reports 
(e) Books 
(f) Supervisors, Teachers & Other 
(g) Experts outside the institute ( ) 
21. Which/what facility impressed you most in the library 
(a) Library collection 
(b) Arrangement of material 
(c) Computerized circulation 
(d) OPAC 
(e) CD-ROM 
) 
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22. Are you satisfied with the following facilities of the library? 
(a) Lending service ( ) 
(b) Reference and information service ( ) 
(c) Bibliographical service ( ) 
(d) Internet service ( ) 
(e) CD-ROM service 
(f) Electronic mail service 
(g) Educational information and counseling 
23. How do you rate behaviour of library staff 
(a) Excellent ( ) (b) Good ( ) 
(c) Fair ( ) (d) Average ( ) 
24. Please give your valuable suggestion for further improvement of the library 
Thank you 
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